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OPiL 3.1-12 (1977) 

MODERNIZATION AND DIGLOSSIA IN BURMESE-

DAVID BRADLEY 

Australian National University, Canberra. 

Data prest'nted here shows that dislos>ia situation developed 
in Burmese as High and Low registers will be continued and that 
Burml"se has utilized thTe-e basic proce•ses in irs mockrnization 
viz. Sanskritic borrowing into H re!{ister, English borrowing 
into L register and native formation. • 

1. OVERVIEW 

Burmese is a Southeast Asian language which has confronted 
similar language development problems to Indian languages. 
Like all Indian languages it has been continuously in contact 
with Sanskritic models, but like the Dravidian languages, it is 
not genetically related to Sanskrit. 1 In its modernization, native, 
Sanskritic, and English models can be seen, just as in India. 

Burmese has always, since 1112 A.D., been written in 
a Devanagari-based script. The orthography became standardized 
about 400 to 500 years ago, under Sinhalese influence. There 
is massive lexical borrowing from Pali, the language of the Buddhist 
scriptures. There is a continuous tradition of Pali studies in 
Burma; Pa.li is written there with the same script. One extreme 
form of written Burmese, Nissaya, (Okell 1965) is a word-by-word 
translation of Pali. Apart from these there is a minimum of 
morphological and syntactic interference fr~m Pali on less extreme 
form> of writing and speaking. As Jakobson has pointed out, 
morphology and syntax are less amenable to borrowing. 

One reason for the relative lack of non-lexical borrowing 
is the very great typological barrier betvveen South Asia and 
Southeast Asia. Emeneau, Masica and others have investigated 
some characteristics of the South Asian linguistic area; Henderson 
and others have done the same for Southeast Asia.- The results 
show different phonological,' morphological, and syntactic -patterns 
and tendencies. In the history of Burma, there was an early 
period of Indic influence, and a later period of (Theravada) 

*This paper was originally presented to a Seminar on ' Modernization 
of Indian Languages in Newsmedia' conve-ned by the Dept. of Linguistics 
at O.~mania Uni,·ersity, February 1-3, 1978. 

. I. Burmese is a Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto-Burman, Southeastern Tibcto
Durman language, spoken natively by about half the population of Burma
It is thus the Tibeto-Burman language with the largest number of speakers. 
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BRADLEY 

Buddhist influence in contact with Sri Lanka and other Southeast 
A<>ian cultures. From the 19th Century to 1937, Burma was 
of cour.>e included within British India. Thus, even though 
contact. has :been longstanding and of profound importance, the 
major typological border has not been moved eastwards by 
interference on Burmese phonology, morphology or syntax. 

Partly due to this outside influence, Burmese has developed into 
a diglossia situation. There is a written, H (high)register which 
is now being used in fewer contexts than formerly; and a spoken, 
L (low) register used in most contexts. The present usage is 
shown in the followi'ng table: 

Medium H L 

published textbook novel 

written forms letters 

newspaper news cartoons 

radio news discussion 

spokem formal speech asides, jokes, 
political speech, 
normal speech 

The H register is taught and written (but not spoken) in 
scho0ls; the L register is the native language of about half the 
population of Burma, and is [earned as a second language by 
most of the rest. The H has the prestige ofhistory and is strongly 
supp.Jrted by Bu:l.:l.!1i'\t religion, which is the source of many 
concepts and wJrds. The L often shows more native lexicon 
than the H (which borrow.; from Pali) but it does not gain prestige. 
Similarly, dialects often sh0w phonological or lexical conservatism 
vis-a-vis the standard language. 

The sources of innovation in the H register are mostly Pali. 
There is relatively little internal innovation except semantic 
shifts or metaphors, and compounding. Compounds may be 
entirely.Pali, or part Pali and part native. A considerable amount 
of such lexical material eventually filters down into the spoken 
language, as the new H lexical items appegiorate the old L lexical 
items. The pronoun system is full of examples: 

/nga/ 'I' (used to inferiors, babies, pets) 

fcanof 'I' compound of 'slave'+' honorable/royal' 
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Innovation in the L register is much freer. For the L it is 
not stigmatised, while for the H there is some disapproval of 
spoken-style changes. In addition to borrowings from the H as 
noted above, there is a great deal of internal innovation. The 
most ephemeral of this, the 'road devil language ' 2 or slang, is 
naturally dis::rppro'ved of by the older generati'<>'n, and others 
who are 1iot au courant with it. But much internal inP)ovation 
does ·become accepted, and mafy ultimatePy creep upw~rds into 
some forms of H. 

Another important source of borrowings is English. : English 
was the colonial language, and since independence standards of 
English are declining. However a large number c;>f words, 
especially in L. register, are from English or Indian English. 
Better-educated people use more of these loans, but others occur 
only in the 'road ,devil language'. Technictd and scientific 
words are largely international, both Hand L; but often there 
is an alternative, Pali or native compound used more in H register. 

As a result of changes in the recent history of Burma, the H 
register is being replaced by L register in some contexts. When 
the British conquered Burmese territory from the 1820s to 1880s, 
H was replaced by Lor English as the administrative language. 
Thereafter, when Rangoon University was opened in the early 
1920s L was the medium of instr).lction, unlike earlier religicus 
institutions which used H. L also replaced H in some printed 
styles, notably comics and novels, over the last fifty years or so· 

The general tendency to replace H with L in many contexts 
can be attributed to two basic tendencies. As Haugen (1972: 143) 
writes, "The cohesive force of the colloquiill standard is hot easily 
counteracted". There is pressure to write as on~ speaks. 
Another reason is the destruction of the monarchy irt 1885. A 
further reason is the increasing secularization of life in Burma, 
with the Buddhist influence still strong but not providing the 
innovations needed for modernization. With its two main 
former supports, the monarchy and the samgha, ineffective, the 
contraction of H may continue, to the point where it is just~ set 
of alternative morphological particles used in some printed styles 
(see below). 

2. PROCESSES OF BoRROWING 

A. Lexicon 

2. 'road-deYil-language' slang of motorcycle gang51o; used now for slang 
of urban young people generally. Transcription is as in Okell 1969, 
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As in most instances of diglossia the main oppositiOns are 
lexical: pairs of words one of which is H, the other of which 
is L,and which otherwise do not differ in meaning. This excludes 
some sets of words, such as pronouns and some bodily functions, 
which have connotative or usage differences within L, possibly 
introduced from H. In Burmese the H/L pairs include most of 
the commonest morphological particles in the language: final 
clause and non-final clause verb particles, and noun-phrase final 
case particles. 

Some examples are: 

H L gloss 

l. fthi/ present ftef Pvf nonfuture 
/if past 

2. fmif fmef Pvf future 

3. flyin/ /yin/ Pvnf conditional 

4. /thi/ ite/ Pvnf subordinator 
(nonfuture) 

5. /hnai' / /hmaf Pn locative 

6. /i/ /ye/ Pn genitive 

7. /hnin/ /ne/ Pn instrument 

(super H /hpyf.n/) 
accompaniJII.en t 

~- /may/ ftwef, An plural 
ftc/ 

One or more such particles occurs in every sentence, marking 
it asH or L. Some of the H/L pairs are suppletive and unrelated, 
such as 5, 6, and 8. Others are etymologically related, but show 
more conservative forms in H. Many frequently-used words 
also have H/L pairs, for example: · 

H 

9. /i/ 

10. flou/ 

L 

fdi/ 

fhcin/ 

gloss 

Dem this 

VV want to 
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In some cases the H form occurs in early inscriptions and has 
cognates outside Burmese; hence the L form is a more recent 
spoken innovation. There is little evidence that any of these 
forms are borrowed from Pali. 

Burmese H does however contain a very large number of 
Pali loans. Many are part of Buddhism. While in some cases 
a native L noun survives, in other cases the concept is new so 
the Pali word may ultimately be used in L. This use of Pali has 
recently been extended to modern political and technical terms, 
with varying success. For example, I adhipati T adipati was used 
for 'President' in the wartime Japanese puppet government. 
Now, /thamada/ is used instead, under the new 1973 constitution. 
As for technical vocabulary, even linguistic terminology is a.s 
Paliate as possible, using such terms as 1 sadda 1 /tha' da/for 'phone
tics '. Since all linguistics teachers were trained in English
speaking countries, the L form is English as in most such cases. 

The process of adapting a Pali form for Burmese is systematic. 
The continuous tradition of Pali studies started before a number 
of sound chages in Burmese. Naturally, as in the various pro
nunciations of Latin in different European cduntries, these sam« 
changes apply to Pali loans. E~amples with initials follow: 

Pali Burmese gloss 

*r> y ratana yatana jewel 

*s > th sasana thathana religion 

*c > s cakkfi. se'ku paper 

*ch > hs chanda hsaiida desire 

*j'>z jati za' race 

*kr c kramma caiima result of evil 
*ky > 

*khr he khrari.sa hciiitha. lion 
*khy> 

*gr j griha ji planet 
*gy > 

*pr t> PY praiiiia pyinnya wisdom 
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Some consoaants of Pali are written, but always pronounced like 
another in loans: the retroflexes and voiced aspirates. Similarly, 
a large number of rhyme {vowel and final, if any) changes occur; 
some examples are seen on page 6: I aii I :>fin/, I at I :> fa' f. 
Many other examples could be cited3 , but basically the process 
is nearly regular. One area of difficulty is Pali rhymes that are 
noncanonical in Burmese, e.g. jati with long vow€1 in stop-final 
syllable. The regular process of burrowing simply ignores the 
long vowel: 

I le: yafi py01m I /lei ym pyanf ' airplane ' 

(L form shortened to fleiiipyanj) 

Another problem is final consonants that do not occur in Burmese; 
most are omitted, e.g. -1 in I buil I > jbouf 'military' 

There are some amusing instances of Pali forms influencing the 
spelling of native Burmese words by a false etymology. These 
have mostly been corrected, e.g.: 

I muigh l for fmouf ' sky ' cf. Pali megha 

but some persist, e.g: 

I kuiy I for fkouf 'body' cf. Pali kaya 

where they serve a useful purpose-in this case, distinguishing 
the etymologically related, phonologically identical forms for 
' body ' from 'self' (reflexive pronoun) arid Pn objectfgoal, 
spelled without the -y. Another way to handle noncanonical, 
Pali final c,)monants is to treat aspirated, vbiced, and voiced 
aspirated like unaspirated stops. When all else fails,and especially 
in words that are also used in L, all but the first syllable may be 
cut off: 

jataka > I jat I > fza' f 'Buddhist story ' 

Words which have their full Pali form, pronounced according 
to Burmese phonological rules, tend to be H or H influence on 
L. Shortened words with one syllable for several in Pali are 
more often used in L; perhaps the mechanism of adapting H 
Pali words to Lis to shorten them, though it would be very difficult 
to state 1ihe rules exactly. 

3. for details of *BL > \VBse > spoken_ Bsc rhyme developments sec 
Bradley. Verticall lines enclose orthographic forms -·transliteratc:d~ 
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The process of adapting English loans, again mainly nouns, 
into L is not very systematic. \Vhile no secondary systems of 
phonology are required for Pali H loans, the degree of knowledge 
of English often determines the form of the loan. For example, 

' coffee' fko phi/ or fk.of i/ with non-native /f/ 

'radio' fycdiyouf or frediyoufwitb non-native frf 

However there is still trouble with final consonants and especially 
final clusters. The normal solution is to omit: 

'hotel' fhotef 

Thus there is a range in the realization of each English loaP .. 
Some English loans are so well assimilated that they now have 
a standard Burmese form, H and L. New English technical 
loans often acquire a H Pali cvunterpart if they become widely
used. Conversely, some English loans are used with very extreme 
humorous shifts in ' road devil language '. 

The area of new lexicon should not be lefr without reference 
to 5hifts and comp.Junding of native material. Burmese has a 
number of productive deriva tiona! pr,JCesses, mainly for nominaliza
tion. These can produce appropriate new nouns which are 
more tram parent than Pali or English loam. Shifts and metaphors, 
whether or not influenced by a foreign model, are a]s,J cammon. 
Ar10ther pH >ibility is compounds b:tsed on calquing foreign com
p;mnds, though sometimes it is not possible to know whether it 
wa~ a spontaneous or calqued compiJUnd, e.g. fmi yatha/ ' fire
c.uriage' (train). A final p::mibility is compounds c.:mtaining 
elements from mixed sources; Pali, English, Burmese. Since 
almost all loans are nouns, they must be compounded with a 
(Burmese) verb. The commonest are flou? tef 'do/work' with 
transitive actions, and /hpyi? tef 'be/become' with stative and 
intransitive actions. 

There is some H/L pairing within native lexicon based on 
recent phonological developments. Words spelled with I -fifi 1 
often have two form~: H form with /if, and L form with /e/ or 
less frequently fei/. Some initial clusters are simplified in L: 
1 ly I ~/y/, I hly I ~/hy/. For example, see above; also 
'tongue' I hlya I H '/hlya/, Lffaf. The breathy I hw I is some
times realized as /hw/ in H, but is completely eliminated in L by 
adding an initial stop. For example, 'hide ' I hwak I H/hwe? f or 
/phwe?/; L/phwe?f. There are also some less systematicvowel 
9-ifferenccs between. H and L e.g. 'seed' I se? I fseif H; fsi/L. 
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B. lvforphology 

Apart from the profound differences of particles noted above 
(1) the morphological and syntactic differences between H and 
L ar~ relatively small. There are some Pali-like constructions 
in imitation of gerunds and right relative clauses. Some com
pounding processes produce Pali-like derived nouns from verbs, 
e.g. / ?ei phyuf 'white horse' from/ ?ei/ 'horse '+ f ?'J phyuf' white ' 
with juncture. The tense distinctions in H are past/ present/ 
future, mostly without aspect, in final clauses. In L the distinc
tions are nonfuture perfective; nonfuture imperfective; or future. 
possibly the tensefaspect system of H has been restructured under 
Pali influence. 

Gerunds are formed in H with verb+ /hcin/; this construction 
is used in a few set phrases that have also entered L. Right relative 
clauses, with the embedded sentence after its head, arc not mor
phologically distinct from normal left relative claust"s: they have 
the creJ.ked form of the final verb particle: /thi/ or fmif. The 
tensejaspect particles are shown in the following chart. 

H L 

fthif ftej 

fmif fmef 

/pyi/ 

/if 

Jywef /pyif 

form clas.r H glos.r 

Pvf present 

Pvf future 

L glos.r 

non-future imperfec
tive. 

future. 

Pvf non-future perfective 

Pvf past 

Pvnf (non final) perfective 

Another fundamental difference of case system may also be 
suggested: many other Tibeto-Burman languages are ergatiyej 
absolute for nouns, but Burmese, Like other Southeastern Tibeto
Burman languages, is nominativejaccusativc. In general, a 
considerable increase in postpositional particle case markers 
!!eems to be fairly recent, possibly developed as morphological 
prefixes were eroded by sound change. In early Burmese inscrip
tions there are relatively few such particles, though some still 
used do occur: fkouf 'object/goal '. · 

Some of these morphological and syntactic parallelisms may 
be coincidences, but gerund-like and right relative clause cons
tructions and the H tensefaspect system appear to represent Pali 
influence. They are most frequent in Burmese religious literature, 
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which of course is most strongly influenced by Pali. In fact it 
is likely that they have entered the H in some subregisters from 
the most Paliate style of all, N"issaya. 

Nissaya Burmese is simply word-by-word translation of a 
Pali text. Normally the Pali word .is given first, then the Burmese 
translation, with a particle to represent the Pali morphology: 
noun case, verb tense, and so on. Some of these particles used 
in the Burmese are doubtless innovations required by Pali cases 
or tenses; some may have since spread into H. 

Sometimes Kissaya is given without the Pali. In such cases, 
an extreme form of interference on Burmese has taken p1ac6: :l 
the word order, and to a certain extent the particles, are determined 
by Pali rather than Burmese. However, the extreme differences 
between Pali and Burmese have prevented such a style from 
having too much influence on non-religious Burmese H, 

3. LAJSGUAGE PLAJSNI:-<G 

Burma is well-supplied with language planners, and they 
carry their policies through. The Burma Language Commission 
is headed by the President, who takes an active role in meetings. 
It suggests areas of work for the actual workers in the Burma 
Translation Commission, which then has books printed and 
distributed by the Government Press. 

The Burmese Encyclopedia (in Burmese) was completed recently 
and contains articles in Burmese on all subjects. Much new 
technical vocabulary was needed for this series. Academics 
teaching in each discipline were requested to draft and agree 
on a set ofBurmese terms for use in textbooks and the encyclopedia. 
Also texts in Burmese for all secondary and tertiary subjects have 
been printed, or are in preparation, written by Burmese academics'. 

Spelling reform consists mainly of checking con~,ervativc 
dialect forms, and revising spelling if dialects suggest a different 
form. Most such revisions are purely orthographic, as mergers 
in the standard language have eliminated various contrasts. 
Spellings presumably got out of line after these mergers, but 
dialect study facilitates revisio .• s. A new standard spelling book 
has appeared in early 1978. 

All these processes are combined in the new Burmese-Burmese -
dictionary now in preparation. It will begin to appear late in 
1978. A new standard for Burmese will thereby be establ-ished. 
To date, no official dictionary on a large scale has ever appeared. 

4. This work was facilitated by the closure of universitie~ for. 
nearly two years due to political disturbances. 

686-·2. 
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Privately-prepared dictionaries, mostly from the 19th century, 
are still the best sources; but they are much out of date. The 
dictionary may form the basis of a new standardization of Burmese, 
backed by the authority of the Government Press, Translation 
Department, L1.nguage Commission, and the President himself. 

4. LANGUAGE IN THE. MEDIA 

In Burma most media, including the radio, all newspapers, 
and the publishers of most books, are government entities. As 
such they fully represent the goverr.ment position, on language 
register as in content. The registers used are summarized in 
tho chart above (p. 2i). 

News is centrally distrbuted, including foreign news trans
lated into Burmese H register. News in English is also provided 
to two English-medium newspapers in Rangoon, the capital. 
There are relatively few new.>papers (2 Burmese and 2 English 
in Rangoon, the capital) but since they contain the same news 
this makes little difference. · They are fairly cheap, widely dis
tributed and widely read. Literacy {in H) is high, owing to 
B:·itish education policies and a recent, quite successful literacy 
program carried out by the Ministry of Education under: 
Dr. Nyi Nyi. The Burma Broadcasting Corporation has programs 
in various languages but mainly Burmese. They read much of 
their programming from scripts, using a spoken form of the H 
register· Burmese. The· British Broadcasting Corporation also 
has a shortwave Burme3e program, using the same H register· 
but somewhat kss up-to-date lexicon. 

· Botl: newspapers and nidio, being. government bodies, 
naturally follow language-planning suggestions to a considerable 
extent. A~ a result they are limited to a somewhat stilted H 
register for most purposes; they escape only when spoken speech, 
not read from a script Gr printed in. a newscolumn, is used. Thus 
cartoons in new; papers, which show people talking, use L register; 
likewise discmsions on radio tend to be in L register. · 

Other media prepared by the government, such as textbooks, 
laws and other documents, are also in H register. However 
many non-government books, including most novels, more or 
less mix Hand L, ming L for vividness in reporting spoken speech· 
Some novels; and most comics, are entirely written in L . 

.Si:ic years ago Burma experimented with mass language. 
planning in the drafting of its constitution. This document· was 
first distributed (in H register), then discussed by numerous mobile 
tea1Tl'S (in L register}, and revisions to the text were suggested.· 
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The final result has rather less Pali lexicon in it than the usual 
government document. Perhaps this indicates the socialist ideals 
that it supports, and perhaps also the. popular preference f{)r 
something easy to understand. It would be interesting to compare 
various government documents, on different subjects, and sec 
if subregisters within H could be defined. 

S. Co:-~cLusroN 

In th~ Burmese context, we see a situation where the aut}H·iiy 
of the government and its language planners is reinforcing a H 
register which was on the decline, being replaced by L in many 
contexts. The effect will probably be continued diglossia, though 
with more convergence of H and L. 

The news media, as propagators of the government line, 
thus find themselves not as innovators oflexicon aP.d other material 
for modernization, but as preservers of the H register tradition. 
The H register was formerly based on religion and the king, now 
it is based on the government and to a lesser extent weakened 
religion. Government news media may also be called upon to 
carry out spelling and other reforms as they are promulgated. 

The new technical lexicon is mostly created by academics; 
new administrative lexicon by bureaucrats; and so on. lists 
are approved and sent to the Burma Language Commission, and 
will eventually be disseminated via the ·media. As in India, 
three basic processes occur; the first and third are preferred for 
H lexicon. 

1. Sanskritic borrowing (Pali in Burmese) mostly into 
H register. 

2. English borrowing mostly into L register. 

3. Native formation: 

a. semantic shift, metaphor. 

b. compounding (possibly some calquing). 
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STRUCTURE OF VERBAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN 
PRAKRIT 

H.S. ANANTHANARAYANA 

The paper presents the morphology and syntax of the verb in the two 
principal varieties of Prakrit and notes that the dialects appear to show 
similar developments except for minor details.* 

This paper attempts to present the verbal constructions in 
the two principal varieties of Prakrit, viz., Mahara~tri and 
Sauraseni. Mahara~tri is considered as the best variety among 
the Prakrits1 and the grammarians devote accordingly more 
space for Mahara~tri in their descriptions. 2 Only the special 
features are listed for other dialects at the end of which a rule 
states that for the remaining they share in common the charac
teristics of MaharaHri. 3 

The most important work for our knowledge of Mahara~tri 
is the Sattasai ofHala. There are besides two great epics written 
in this Prakrit, Rava~avaho attributed to Pravarasena and Gau
<;Iavaho of Bappairaa. There is however not a single work com
posed in Sauraseni alone although the editor of the drama Kar
piiramaiijari pub Iished in the Vidya Bhawan Sanskrit Series 
claims that the language of this drama is Sauraseni. Accordingly, 
this edition presents even the verse portions of the drama in Sauraseni 
We know from the author of ·this drama that the language he 
uses is Prakrit~ and this may be interpreted to mean Mahara~tri5 

although the author himseifhas nowhere glossed it thus expressly. 
He does not seem to distinguish between the two varieties and 
yet he may have intended to use only MaharaHfi which had by 

*This . paper was originally presented to a· Seminar on 'Verbal Cons
truction in Indo-Aryan ' convened by the Dept. of Linguistics at Kuruk
shetra University, Kurukshetra, in December 1974. 

I. mahaaraaSTraashrayaam bhaashaam prakriSTam praakritam viduh
Kaavyaadar~ha I. 34. 

2. The oldest grammarian Vararuci devotes nine chapters having 424 
rule~ to MaahaaraaSTrii and only one chapter to each of the other three 
dialects (Paishaacii, Maagadhii, and Shaurasenii) and that only with 14, I 7, 
and 32 rules. Hemacandra devotes 27 ru!.es (4. 260-286) for Shaurasenii. 

3. sheSam maahaaraaSTriivat-Vararuci I 2. 32. 
sheSam praakritavat-Hemacandra 4.287. 

4. parusaa sakkaabamdho paauabamdho vi hoi suumaaro KM I. 7. 

''Sanskrit compositions arc harsh, while a composition in Prakrit sounds 
so soft". 

5. amiam paauakavvam PR 2" Composition in Prakrit is like nectar". 
Here by ' paaua' is meant MaahaarsaSTrii since the verses in Hala's Sattasaii 
are all in MaahaaraaSTrii prakrit. 
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then gained in prestige by the great literary works mentioned 
above. He may however be showing an admixture of Sauraseni 
in the prose pas~ages.. Pischel therefore has justly observed that 
the poets did not know how to distinguish between the different 
dialects and cited as examples Rajasekhara and Somadeva. 
The critical edition of Karpiiramanjari by Konow has observed 
that manuscripts are not always responsible for the dialectical 
errors committed by Rajasekhara, particularly when the same 
mistakes are repeated also in his other works. 0 Pischel has 
listed some non-Sauraseni characteristics in the Sauraseni passages 
of this drama. All the manuscripts of Karpiiramai'ijari, he 
points out, have ghetti:Jna in place of the Sauraseni form geT).hia. 
The dative form suhiia is wrong in Sauraseni.. The manuscripts 
show repeatedly many of the forms with elision instead of those 
with din Saurascni. The edition of this drama by Suru who has 
followed that of Konow presents the text according to the tradi
tional distinction, i.e. songs in Mahiirii~tri and prose passages 
in Sauraseni. 

I have used the following works for my description of these 
dialects. 

1. Suru, N.G. (ed.) Karpiiramaiijari of Rajasekhara, 1960. 

2. Parab, K.P. (ed.) Mrcchakatikam of Sudraka, 1904~ 

3. Gajendragadkar, A.B. (ed.) AbhiJniinasakuntalam of Kiilidiisa. 

4. Ananthanarayana, H.S. 'A Prakrit Reader-a linguistic 
introduction based on selections from Hiila's Sattasai, 
Mysore, 1973. 

:Miihiirii~tri is employed generally for the songs and of the 
several Prakrit dialects used in the prose passages Sauraseni 
occupies the first place. The features which distinguish Sauraseni 
from Miihiirii~tri arc the following: 

1. The non-initial, non-conjunct, d in Sauraseni corres
ponds to zero in Miiharii~tri. Consequently, the 3rd 
person singular termination, -di (Indicative)" and -du 
(Imperative) of Sauraseni are matched by -i and -u in 
Miiharii.5tri. 

E.g.S. jaT).iidi 'he knows' : M. jiiT).ai 'id.' 

S. kadhedu 'let him say' : M. kaheu 'id.' 

'6. cf. R. Pischel, Comparative Grammar of th~ Prakrit languages, (En~. 
Trn. by Subhadra Jha) p. 23. 
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2. The non-initial, non-conjunct, dh in Sauraseni corres
ponds to h in Miihara~tri. Consequently, the 2nd 
person plural ending -dha in Sauraseni is matched by 
-ha in Miihiirii.Hfi. 

E.g. S. jivadha 'live' : M. jivaha 'id.' 

S. murilcadha 'discard' : M. murhcaha 'id.' 

3. The absolutive in Sauraseni is formed almost exclusively 
by the addition of the suffix -ia while it is marked by 
-iil).a in Miihiirii~tri. 

E.g. S. bhamia 'having wandered ' M. datthiiJ).a 
:having seen' 

4. The future tense is marked exclusively by the suflix 
-issa in Sauraseni. 7 In MiihiiriiHri, besides forms in 

-.rsa we also have forms in -hi. 

E.g. S. bhavissadi 'it will become' M.hohii 'id.' 

!v!ORPHOLOGY 

We may describe the structure of the verb in both the dialects 
within a common frame, keeping in mind the above mentioned 
phonological and morphological differences between the two. 

We may first of all distinguish for these Prakrits two types 
of' word ' classes. Of the,e, one type is identified by inflectional 
morphemes and the other does not show any such inflection. 
Verbs belong to the inflected class (e.g. kuppa-difkuppa-i 'he 
bec.omes angry 'j and the connectives (e.g. ca 'and') to the 
non-inflected class. The inflectional morphemes come as last 
elements in words and the constructions may be said to be closed 
after the addition of inflectional morphemes. We may therefore 
state that such words contain at least two members of which the 
second member is the inflection. The other, to which inflections 
are added, may be called the 'stem'. Some verb forms contain 
one more suffix which is added before the inflectional suffix (e.g. 
gam-issa-difgam-issa-i ' he will go '). A set of affixal morphemes 
commonly known as prefixes may go before the stem (e.g. ii-J).e
di/ii-1).e-i 'he brings '). The minimal free form in these Prakrits 
is therefor·e a word and neither a stem nor an inflectional morpheme , 
occurs by itselfas a free form. 

Verbs are distinguished from nouns which are also inflected 
forms. The inflections that are added to nominal stems mark 
for number and case, and only in a few instances, the distinction 

7. cf. Hemacandra 4. 275 bhaviSyati ssih. This suffix ssi-for shaura.senii,,_ 
is however not found in our texts. 
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for gender may be noticed. The verbal inflections, on the other 
hand, mark number and person. They are sometimes called 
personal endings since the differentiation for person is important 
in the verbal form and not so in the nominal form. 

The numbers are only two, singular and plural, and in each 
number there are three persons, first, second, and third. The 
singular refers to a single action or event (e.g. bha!).ii.dijbhal).ai 
'he says') and the plural to more than one (e;g. bhal).arilti 'they 
say'). The verb forms containing this inflection may be called 
the finite forms since we have another class of verbal stems which 
do not add the personal endings but denote a reference to gender 
like the nouns (e.g. dittho masc:, dittha fern., and digham neut. 
all from digha-' seen'). These verbal forms; which are generally 
called participles, along with the infinitives (e.g. gel).hidum/ 
gel).hium 'to seize') and gerunds (e.g. pekkhia 'having seen', 
kii.U.l).a ' having done ') are not finite forms. The distinction 
may be made also on their syntactic behaviour. Th~ non-finite 
forms are found in subordinate clauses or they are structurally 
completed by the addition of a form of the verb 'to be'. 

The majority of the verbs are in, what is known as, active 
voice. Very few forms arc noted in the middle voice. The 
two are di~tinguished by a difference in the personal endings 
(e.g. reha-i 'shines' active, reha-e 'id.' middle). There is a 
passive which mostly adds the active (e.g. sul).-ia-di 'is heard', 
di-jja-i 'is given') and rarely the middle terminations (e.g. kha
jja-e 'is eaten'). The passive is distinguished from the non
passive by a difference in the stem. The passive has a marker 
which is added before the personal endings. The passive marker 
is -ia- in Sauraseni and -(i)jja- in Mahii.rii.Hri8 (e.g.bhal).ii.-di 
'tells' active, bhal).-ia-di 'is told ' passive; liha-i 'licks' active, 
lih-ijja-e 'is licked ' passive). There is also a causative which 
is distinguished from the non-causative again by a difference in 
the stem. The causative stem shows vrddhi of the radical 
vowel (e.g. kare-i 'causes someone to make' vs. kare-i 'makes'). 
The causative stem may sometimes show a suffix which goes before 
the personal endings (e.g. hasa-ve-i 'makes someone to laugh'). 

The tenses are the present and the future. While the present 
is an unmarked form (e.g. gaccha-di 'he goes'), the future has 
a marker which is placed between the stem and the personal 
ending (e.g. gam-issa-di 'he will go'). The personal endings 
in the future are the same as in the present indicative, except for 

8. Morpheme alternants with initial vowels are complementarily distri
buted with those beginning with consonants. The former are found after stem• 
in final consonants and the latter after stems ending in vowels. E.g. paDh-ium 
! to read , , so-urn ' to lis ten , . 
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the lst singular which is -m in the future and -mi in the present 
(e.g. pucch-issa-m 'I shall ask', puccha-mi 'I ask'). Referen~;e 
to a past action is made by the past participle form (e.g. ki-dafki"a 
'made'). The verb is also differentiared for three moods; viz.; 
indicative, imperative, and optative. The optat'ive is a rare 
form here and is marked by -ejja- in Mahara~tri and -e in Saurase:nV 
which are added before the inflectional suffix (e.g. lah-ejja'' may 
obtain', bhave- 'may become'). The inflection for optative is 
noted in Mahara~tri for only the plural of lst person and for 
both the numbers of 2nd person. In the latter case, the endings 
are the same as those found in the present indicative. In Sauraseni, 
inflection is noted only for the lst singular (e.g. lah~e-ani 'may 
obtain '). The imperative is distinguished from the indicative 
by a diff~ren_ce _in th~ person~! endings . (e.g. cittl:a-~i(ci t\h_;:t.-i_: 
'stands' md1cat1ve, c1ttha-dujc1ttha-u 'let h1m stand' iin.peratlve). 

I7!flecti~ns 
Active 

Indicative Imperative 

Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 

lst person ml mo (mu) (mo), mha 

2n'd person si (dhafha) .p,sii,hi dhafha 

3rd person di/i mti du/~1 mtu 

Of the middle terminations, endings for only singular 
are attested: 1st and 3rd singular-e (e.g. jal).-e 'I know'), 2nd 
singular -se (e.g. hii).Qa-se 'wander about'). 

Verbs may be distinguished on the basis of the stem form. 
There are mainly two types of stems, those which end in -~and 
those which end in -e. The portion withoui'·this vowel may be 
considered the root. Thus, in gacchadi 'goes ' gacch- is .the root, 
-a- the theme vowel, and -di the personal ending. Although 
it is thus possible to differentiate roots from stems, it qm not 
however be predicted whether a given root adds -a- or-e- to make 
the stem. It may therefore be expedient to cite the stems and 
distinguish them on the basis of the final vowel. The -e- stems 
seem to have causal origin since the causative stems too end in 
-e. 

There is a very small class of verbs in which the roots are 
identical with the stems. These are the roots which have finally 
either a oro (e.g.ja-' to go', bha-' shine ',bho-fho-' to beco11,1e ').' 
The forms atthi' is', si 'are··, mhi 'am' and the form iisi 'was' 
are remnants of a fuller paradigm and form a class by themselve~. 
686--3 .. 



Among the roots, some show alternation (e.g. gacch- ha-s 
an alternant gam- in the future). The stem vowel of the root 
jar).• 'to know ' is always long and of toot bhaf).- ' to say ' is long 
only in Sauraseni. Some roots show differing phonological 
shapes in the two dialects (e.g.S. kar-, M.kurJ. ' to make'). 

Morphophonemic rules 

2. -a -> 
(of stem) 

Sample paradigms 

1st person 

2nd penon 

3rd person 

lst person 

(V 1 and V j art: non-homorganic 
vowels. V 1 =a) 

a before mfv of suffix 

Present Active -a stem 

Indicative Imperative 

Sg. Pl. Sg. PI. 

gacchami gacchamo gaccj1amha 

gacchasi gacchadha/ gaccha gacchac:lhaj 
gacchaha gacchaha 

gacchadi/ gaccharhti gacchadu/ gaccharhtu 
gacchai gacchau 

Future Active -a stem 

Sg. PL 

gami:.sam gamissamo 

2nd person 

3rd penon 

gamissasi gamissadha /gamissaha 

.1st person 

gamissadif 
gamissai 

gami~samti 

Present Active -e stem 

Indicative 

Sg. Pl. 

kadhemif kadhemof 
kahemi kahemo 

Sg. 

Imperative 

PI. 

kadhemhaj 
kahemha 
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2nd person 

3rd person 

kadhesi/ 
kahesi 

kadhedi/ 
kahei 

kadhedha/ kadhehi/ · kadhedhai 
kaheha kadhesuf kaheha 

kahesu 

kadherhti/ kadhedu/ kadherhtu/ 
kaherhti kaheu kaherhtu 

Of the non-finite forms, we may note participles differentiated 
for present and future both in the active and in the middle. 
There is also a past participle which some consider under the 
passive participle~ beca:us~ of its syntactic function, viz. its use 
as predicator in p1ssive sentences. The present p.uticiple in 
the active is formed by adding -(a)rhta to the stem (e.g. a-lih
arhta 'licking') and the future t>articiple has the future marker 
in addition to the participle suffix which is same as that in the 
present (e.g. pucch-issa-rhta 'asking'). There are stray cases 
of a participle in the middle as wdl (e.g. jarac;lhaa-mat:la 'growing 
old'). The past pa~sive participle is formed in Sauraseni by 
the addition of the suffix -(i)da and in Mahara~tri by the 
addition of -(i)a (e.g. ki-da' done', ga-a 'gone', gah-ia 'seized'). 

There is also a participle generally called the potential which 
is not distinguished for either voite or tense. This P-articiple 
is made by adding the suffixes -(i) davva and -Qia in Sauraseni 
(e.g. rakkh-idavva' to be protected', acca-t:lia' to be worshipped') 
and -avvaand -t:lijja in Mahara~tri (e.g. cirhtat:lijja' to be reflected '). 

There is an infinitive formed by adding -(i) dum in Sauraseni 
and -(i) um in Mahara~tri (e.g. t:li-ved-idum' to report', pac;lh-ium 
'to read'). Ther<; is also a gerundive formed by the addition 
of the suffix -ia in Sauraseni (e.g. pucch-ia 'having asked') and 
-(i)iit:la in Mahara~tri (e.g. utth-iiiQ.a 'having stood up'). 

There are bound morphemes which go befare the verb. 
These are called the prefixes. The commonest are at:lu, a, ·uva, 
Q:, pa, and sam. There are two more prefixes which may have 
to be listed in their canonical form. When we examine forms 
like t:1id-disadi, t:lip-pajjadi, and Qig-gacchadi, we may be able to set 
up a prefix the final consonant of which is identical with the 
initial consonantofthe verbal forms. We may write this morpheme 
canonically as t:1iC- where C represents the same consonant a§ of 
the initial of the following morpheme. Similarly, in the verb 
forms up-pa.dedi, uv-vahadi, uJ-jal~di, and ug-ghac;lijjarhti, we may 
establish a prefix of the shape uC- where C represents again the 
same consonant as of the initial of the following morpheme. 
More than one prefixal morpheme are found in some instances. 
As may be noted, the first prefix in such sequences is frequently 
sam (e.g. sam-a-lahissasi, sam-a-acchadi, sam·uv-vahadi, sam
ug-girai, aQ.u-sam-dhemi). 
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. . Iffrequency is of any interest, the count made of verb forms 
use~ in Karpurarnaiijari rna y be tabula ted as follows: 

Active 
Singular Plural 

1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd Total 

Pres. Ind. 21 II 82 6 40 =160 

" 
Imp. 23 24 4 10 4 65 

" 
Opt. 

Fut. Ind. 12 3 18 

Pass. Ind. 2 4 29 4 39 

" 
Imp. 11 2 13 

Caus. Ind. 3 3 

" 
Imp .. 2 2 

" 
Fut. 

" 
Pass. 

Middle 

Pres. Ind. 2 2 5 

Pim. Ind. 8 = 8 

[J:~ote: .. undet" 3rd sg. the var~ants like lahai and lahadi are both 
,counted.] · 

SYNTAX 

A sentence may be defined as consisting of a predicator and 
one or more noun phrases, each of which stands in some definite 
relation to the predicator. The predicator may be a finite form 
of the verb or a non-finite form. 

E.g. tarur;10 vi riivareharahasseQa phullamti KM 459 

9. Abbreviations u~ed arc: (S-Sauraseni, M-Maharastri) AS-Ab,hi
jnaanaSakuntalam, KM-Karpuuramanjarii, Mr-MricchakaTikam, PR-A 
Ptakrit Reader. · 

References are to be read as follows: KM 45 =rage 45 in K:t-,~, 

PR. :i =verse 2 in PR, KM I . II .:_verse I I of Act I i11 KM .. 
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'Even trees blossom at the mystery ofthe beauty of form.' 

saiJU:lihido samkedakalo kadhido sahihim KM 39 

'The time of appointment as told by friends has approached.' 

The predicator is the principal component of a sentence. 
Since it carries with it a reference to the subject, the predicator 
alone mav be found to constitute a sentence even without the 
presence ·of an overt subject. 

E.g. :r:ta hu :r:ta hu agamissam KM 12 

' No, no, I shall not come back. ' 

Go:.-coRn 

There is concord for number between the iubject of a sentence 
which is expressed by a noun phrase in the nominative form and 
he predicate. The subject may be the agent, as in the following 
constructions. 

E.g. sa paumjaium earn icchai KM 1 .1 I 

'She desires this (drama) to be enacted on the stage.' 

te kaham I.la lajjamti PR 2 

' How are they not ashamed? ' 

or, it may be the object as in these sentences. 

E.g. ko dal,lim so bhattidariae kainiadi Mr 51 

'Who is it now that is desired by the mi-stress?' 

bhamario dijjamtu KM 75 . 

'Let circumambulations be done.' 

The latter type of sentences traditionally referred to as passive 
often include a noun phrase in the instrumental case form which 
'functions as the agent. In the following sentence, riaai and 
bhanidariae in the above are in such agent relation. 

E.g .. vaai. kim bha:r:tijjau PR 28 

' What can . be described by words? ' · 
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When two singular subjects are connected by ca ' and ' the 
verb is found in the plural. 

E.g. maharaadevii).am bhiimiam ghettiii).a ajjo ajjabharia 
a javai).iariJ.tare vattamti KM 5 

' Here are the director and his wife, ready behind the 
curtain, having taken up the roles of the king and the 
queen.' 

But if a contrast is intended between the two noun phrases, 
then the verb stays in the singular. 

E g. mairii parhcagavvarn ca ekkassim bhai).!;lae kariadi KM 11 

' Wine and mixture of cow's five products are put together 
in one vessel.' 

kaccam miii).ikkam ca samam aharai).e pauril.jiadi KM 11 

'Glass bead and ruby are set together in one ornament.' 

Contrast is shown in the above examples between mairii and 
pamcagavvam, and between kaccam and mai).ikkam. Similarly, when 
there are more than two singular subjects, the verb is again in the 
singular. 

E.g. vacchomi taha maahi phurau I).O sa kim ca paril.calia 
KM 1.1 

'May (the style) Vaidarbhi, as also Magadhi and that 
Pancalika too, reveal themselves to us with a flash.' 

Worm ORDER 

There appears to be no rig:id formula as' for as the arrangement 
of elements in a sentence is concerned. The relation of noun 
phr-ases to the predicator is expressed by their case forms and thus 
their position in a sequence does not seem to have any importance. 
The final position is normal for the verb although it may move 
up to the initial position in a sentence. 

E.g. bheravai).arirdo duvare citthadi KM 13 

' Bhairavananda is at the door.' 

kahim pi visae acchariam datt:hum icchami KM 14 

'I desire to see some miracle in some respect.! 
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It is more often an imperative form of the v~rb in the initial 
position. 

E.g. gaccha u<;Iaam AS 27 

'Go to the hermitage.' 

avadiiriadu pu1_1.1_1.imahari1_1.arhko dharal)ida!e K..l\1 15 

'Let the full moon be lowered on the earth's surface.' 

Verb will be initial al~o when there is some emphasis to be 
expressed. · · 

E.g. atthi me sodarasi1_1.eho vi edesu AS 19 

' I have paternal affection too for these.' 

atthi ettha dakkhi1_1.avadhe V!lcchomam 1_1.ama l)aaram 
KM 13 

'There is here in the south a city ofthe name ofVacchoma.' 

SENTENCE TYPES 

We have seen above that there are two major typesofsentences, 
one with finite form of verb as its predicator and the other with 
non-finite form>. The latter where a participle fills the position 
of a predicator may be called a nominal type as oppmed to the 
other, the verbal type. 

E.g. uvatthiii raaQ.i AS 82 

'The night has approached.' 

bhaJ).ida sa devie K.LVl 41 

'She is told by the queen.' 

The nominal type may be completed by an auxiliary verb. 
The auxiliary verb is a finite form of the verb' to be' , ' to become', 
or 'to exist'. 

E.g. 1_1.amam se pucchida si Mr 52 

'You are a~ked (ta give) his name.' 

tada tumam ittham pahasido si AS 132 
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'Then you. said smilingly thus.' 

bhaWi vi cakkavatti kido bhodi KM 70 

' The king too will become an emperor.' 

samjha vi samiJ.ihidii v •Hadi KM 39 

' The evening time is also very near.' 

Sometimes, this finite form may precede the participle. 

E.g. tumam si digha KM 3.22 

'You are seen.' 

samdeseiJ.a mhi pes ida Mr 100 

'I am sent with a message.' 

The verb ' to be ' is also used in what is callecl an equational 
type of sentence where the predicator is some kind of a comment 
and ·is filled by a nominal. 

E.g. ado kkhu piamvada si tumam AS 22 

'Hence, indeed, are you (called) Priyamvada.' 

The infinitive can not alone fill the role of a predicator. 
It needs either a finite form of the verb or a participle form to 
complete the structure. 

E.g. amhe vi samjham vamdidum gamissamo KM 22 

'We too shall go to worship the evening.' · 

viakkhaiJ.a mae saha samdhim kiidum aada KM 26 

'Vicak5ana came to negotiate peace with me.' 

The finite form need not follow the infinitive in the sequence. 
It may even precede the infinitive in the sentence. 

E.g. mahabhiia IJ.a aruhasi ewam mamtidum AS 132 

' Worthy sir, you should not say so.' 

tuvara tuvara saumdalae patthaiJ.a koduam IJ.ivattidum 
AS 93 
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'rvfake haste to celebrate the "customary rites at 
Sakuntala's departure.' 

Another way of looking at sentence types is to note the basic 
sentence pattern and its modifications. The basic sentence 
pattern here as in many other languages is simple by which is 
meant that the sentence comists of only a single predication made 
either bv .a finite form of the verb, a nonfinite form, or a non
finite fo;m plus an aux-iliary which will be a finite form. This 
simple pattern may be altered in ;some ways t!o generate patterns 
which may still remain simple. 10 Of these alternations, we may 
consider que;;tiori.s, :negatives, passives; and cau·satives. 

Questions 

A question is framed he.re with the ka-words which occupy 
generally the initial position in a s~ntence. It may also go im
mediately before or after the verb m the sentence. 

E.g. kim vii saurhdala bhaQadi AS 73 

'What does Sakuntala say?' 

kahim pi apuvvam dittham mahilaradai;iai:n KM 15'. 

'Have you anywhere seen an extraordinary gem of 
a woman?' ... 

mam kim uviihmbhesi AS 20 

'Why do you blame me?' 

jil).asi kim saurhdala vaQajosiQam adimettam pek
khaditti AS 23 

' Do you know why Sakuntala 1s looking so very 
attentively at Vanajyotma? 

k.aham ido vi mam al). usarad~ AS 26 

' How now, it follows me even here?' 

(b) Negatives 
A negative sentence ·is formed by adding the particle l).a 

'not ' either immediately before the verb or at the initial position. 
The verb alone .may be said to be negatep. in the former pattern 
and the whole ~entence in the second. 

10. I use 'simple' here only with reference to the surface structure. 

686-4. 



... E.g. ettae·t;ta d~I;tim vi pi<;la !).a I;tikkamadi AS 41 

' With so much, misfortune will not leave me even 
now.' 

I 

1,1idda vvia te1,1a vii;ta I;ta ei PR 15 

'Sleep itself does not approach me without him.' 

1,1a de juttam garntum AS 35 

'Ii: is not proper. for you to go away.' 

1,1a ettha eso avarajjhadi Mr 34 

'It is not he who offends here.' 

(c) Passives 

Passive alternation is made by changing the object of a 
sentence expre;;sed by an accusative form into the subject which 
will then have to be expressed by a nominative. Similarly, the 
subject of a sentence is changed into an instrumental case form in 
the passive. The verb is then made to agree with the subject 
of the passive sentence. 

E·i· iam vii;ta pa<;Iisariadi KM 2 

'This lute is being strung.' 

This is a passive sentence and may be said to be derived from 

imam vi~a~ pa<;Iisaredi 

Similarly, 

'(Someone) strings this lute.' 

[cf. ai;ti;tii pa<;lisisaaim pa<;Iisaredi KM 2 

'Another is adjusting the masks.'] 

ime ti1,1I;ti vi miamga sajjiarnti KM 2 

'These three drums are being made ready.' 

is derived from 



' (They) keep these three drums ready.' 
·And 

idiso aham mukkho jel).a tae vi uvahasiami KM 8. 

'Am I such a fool as to be laughed at even by you? ' 

may be dedved from 

idiso aham mukkho jel).a tumam pi uvahasasi _ 

'Am I such a fool that you also laugh. at me?' 
(d) Causatives ·· · ·· : · · 

A cainativ·e ccimtruction may·be· similarly comidered to be 
derived fro;:n a non-camative construction .. The subject of a 
non-cau>ative' sentence which is expressed by a nomip.ative form 
will be changed to either an accmative form or to an instrumental 
form. The verb will include in it a causative suffix .and agrees 

· with the subjecr·which is here an instigator. : The ~ubject may 
be overtly expressed or left out since the verb carries a r_eference 
to the person and number of the subject. .· . .. 

E g. mam UJ.la bamhaJ.lam padaiin dhovavedi Mr 82 

~ He mak~s r.ne, a. brahmin, to wash the feet.' 

-This causative construCtion may be related to 

aharri Ul).a. bainh~1.1jo· ·padaim dhov~rp.j .. ·: . 

'I_, a bra~_min, __ was?- the. feet.' 

Similar I y, 

abbharhtaracadussalaam· pavesaami J.lam Mr· i33 

'I ~hall put this. in the interior room.' 

1s derived from 

edam abbharhtaracadussaiaam pavisadi 

'This enters the ·interior room.' 

Thel"e are two main devices by which the· basic patterns of 
a language are extended. One of them is called ' coordination ' 
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and the other 'subord~nation '. In coordination, sentences 
or parts of sentences are conjoined and they retain equal status. 
We might therefore state that there ·will be more than one event 
or action in a coordinated structure. The coordinated events 
or ~ctions 111ay be sequential or simultaneous. If they are se
quential, coordination is effected by the use of a function word 
.ca 'and' (which has an alternar:tt form a after words ending in 
wwels) generally, only with the last predicator.· If the f'vents 
are simultaneous, they are coordinated just by being placed in 
a sequence without the linking word. 

(i) Coordination with the use of ca 

upphac;lai makka<;Io khokkhei pottam ca pittd PR -46 

.. 'The monkey jumps, makes noise, and strikes the stomach.' 

majjam pi.amo mahilam ramamo mokkham ca jamo 
KM 1.22 

'We drink wine, enjoy women, and we attain salvation.' 

evvam de asa chijjissadi abha.vam a gamissadi Mr 7 

'..Thus. your hope wil1 be shattered and you will become 
non.exis tent 0 , • • 

The connecting word ca may be placed either before the 
last verb as in the above sentences or after it as in the following. 

E.g. bherav:aQ.a.rildo UI.J.a edaQ.am sariljoaaro accido mai.J.ido 
a KM 21 . 

' Bhairavananda too, for having joined them together 
is worshipped and highly valued. ' 

. maHida tikkida bhUsida tosida a KM 29 

'She was bathed, marked.with a spot (on her forehead), 
decorated, and then entertained. ' 

(iii) Cooriination without the use of ca 

agghai chivai curilvai thavei hiaamrni ...•...... PR 17 
' Smells; touches,: kisses and places in the heart. ' 

kalavesavasahasialoa osaramti pai.J.amamti hasamti 
.KM .4.18 
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' (These girls ) make people laugh by their black dress, 
as they withdraw, bow, and gigle.' 

osarai dhui).ai saham: ... puiJ.o samullihai PR 56 

' (The monkey) moves, shake~ the branch, and licks again' 

ekka vaiJ.IJ.aam pisedi avara sumaiJ.aim gumphedi Mr 5 

' One is grinding colour-pastes and the other one is weaving 
the fl.ower-wrea ths.' 

Another device by which extended patterns are derived is 
by subordination. Here, one of the actions may be considered 
as the main action and the others as supporting actions. The 
main action or event will be expressed by a finite form of the verb 
and the others arc expressed by gerundive forms. The main 
action may be said to temporally follow the actions expressed by 
the gerundive form~. Accordingly, the gerundive constructions 
precede and the construction with the finite verb follows in 
this pattern. 

E.g. vivahovaaraiJ.aim lahum geiJ.hia a~cchadha KM 72 

' Take with you all the wedding things and come here 
quickly.' 

amgabharb.gavialo Vla bhavia citthissam AS 42 

'I shall stand (here) languid, as it were, on account ofthe 
breakdown of my limbs.' 

imam diiva dttaphalaam mama saaiJ.Ie thavia talave1:.1taam 
gei).hia lahu aaccha Mr 101 

' Keep this painting in my bedroom and return quickly 
after taking the fan.' 

Subordination is expressed also. by relative construction~. 
They are termed subordinate here since structurally as well as 
5emantically they remain incomplete unless a correlative sentence 
is added. The relative clause is introduced by ja-words and the 
correlative clause by sa- words. Structurally, either clause 
may precede or follow. They may both have finite verb forms, or 
non-finite form"'l. Sometimes, the relative clause has a non-finite 

. form and the correlative clause a finite form. 
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{i} Relati~e clause preceding: 

E.g. pa<;lium soum ca je IJ.a ja!J.arnti .... te 
kaham IJ.a lajjarnti PR 2 

' How are they not ashamed who do not know ho.w to read 
and ·to listen.' · 

jaha l).O piasahi bandhual).asoal).ijja !).a hoi taha l).ivvahehi 
AS 79 

·' ''Act in such a way that this dear friend of , ours will not 
have to be bewailed by her kinsmen.' · 

bhasa ja hoi sa hou KM 1_.8 

'Let that be whatever is the languag~.· 

(ii) :Relative clause following:·· 

E.g. tahim gaccha jahim me paQ.hama saQ.ia gada KM 11 

' Go to where my first apparel went.' 

· taha vaQ.Q.]J.a bhaavai l).ise jaha ~e kaliam via !).a: hoi PR 9 

'Extend yourself, oh night; so much that it will not dawn 
tomorrow.' 

so sa"ttao tti :bha·IJ.l).ai duram jo l).a<;l.iai al).uhatai KM 1 . 6 

' That is called a Sattaka which _goes far to resemble a 
Natika.' · · 

. _ The word iptro.duc;ipg a correlative. clause may be.sometimes 
.. absent, if the relative clause follows the corre}ative clause. 

E.g. savvam tujjha al).uggahcl).a bhariam jam mal).USC labbhai 
· KM76· · . -

'Everything that could be obtained in human life, has 
· been· fulfilled by your favour.' 

· · bhal).ami jai devo !).a kuppadi KM 44 

'I will speak if your Majesty will not get angry.' 

Subordination may also be signalled by what is called a 
quotati\"e particle, (t)ti, being placed at the end of tlte clause. 
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This subordinate clause rna y precede or follo\v the main cia use 
which is more .often simply a fit:~ite form of the yerb. The predi
cator of the subordinate clause is again a non-finite form. The 
subordinate clause is structurally and semantically identical on 
the surface to its manifestation in isolation. 

E.g. kidam tue uvavaQ.am tavovaQ.am tti pekkhami AS 56 

'I perceive that you have transformed the penance-£lrest 
into a pleasure garden.' 

a~avedu ajjo ko Q.ioo aQ.ucitthiadu tti Mr 6 

'May your honour command what duty be performed.' 

We may conclude i:his description by noting briefly the princi
ple of gapping in these dialects. By 'gapping' we mean the deletion 
of an identical. form in the two sentences which are sequential 
in a discourse. Gapping operates. here in the backward as well as 
!orward direction. Backward gapping is illustrated by the subject 
ri.oun phrase while forward gapping by the object noun phrase 
and the predicator. 

(i) Badeward gapping:. 
( 

~.g. salilaseasambhamuggado I).Omaliam ujjhia vaal).am me 

mahuaro ahivattai AS 24 

'A honey bee, on account of my sprinkling wate'r, hurriedly 

started up and leaving the· jas~ine creepe~ i~ making towards 

myface.' 

This sentence.is a simplification of two sentences both of which 
would contairi the subject noun phrase f!Jahuaro ' h<:?neyJ>ee , 

salilaseasambhamuggado mahuaro Q.Omaliam ujjhadi 

and 

mahuaro vaal).am me ahivattai 

a:t=e the two sentences~ When they 'are combined, the finite form 
of the verb in the first sentence is substi'tuted by the gerundiv~; 
thus transforming it to a subordinate clause since the action 
expressed there ·is temporally earlier to the one expressed in the 
following sentence. T4e subjec! noun phrase. of the .main clause 
is retained and of the subordinate clause deleted. . .. 
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Similarly, the sentence · 

idha uvavisia piavaasso pa9ivaledu tam KM 39 

'Sitting here my friend may wait for her.' 

may be said to be derived from conjoining the following t\\o'O 

sentences 

idha piavaasso uvavisadu '.1\tfy friend may sit he,:e '. 
and 

piavaasso pa9ivaledu tam 'My friend may wait for her'. 

(ii) Forward gapping 

E.g. tae kidam carild:avannanam maharaa~sa purado 
paQhissam KM 60 

' I will now recite before his Majesty your description of 
the moon.' 

This sentence is the result of conjoining two sentences which 
contain an object noun phrase in common. By de~eting the 
second occurrence, we will get one sentence. The two sentences 
are: 

and 

tae carildavaif!faifam kidam 

' The description of the moon was done by you'. 

tam carildava:r:tifaifam maharaassa purado paQhissam 

' I will recite that description oft he moon before his 
Majesty.' 

Similarly, the following sentence 

ja sa kappiiramarhjarie rakkhibhavaife surarilga di!f!fii 
sa devie diHha KM 66 

'The unclergl)otindpassagc made"inside Kal1JUramanjari'll 
prisl()n-hi>use was seen by the queen.' 

is derived from two sentences which contain the object noun 
phrase suramga 'underground passage' in common. 

The following is an instance where the second occurrence 
of the finite form of the verb is deleted since it \•iould be identical 
with the one already used in the first sentence. 

harilje, ramidum icchami, !fa sevidum Mr 50 

'I want to enjoy, my friend, not to serve.' 
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:.· TELVGU KI~SJ!IP TERMI~OLOGY: A Jlropo!itional 
Per~pective 
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Sri Vmkattswara Universi(y; Tirup11.ti 
. . ~ . . 

,\ detaile:<:t·anah•m or·~·dugu kin;hip l~min()logy j, pres~n\eq. 
here involving .all aspects of semantic •ubsy~tem;. It also ~how! 
how ·individ~•al ethliograploic studies of a linguuftic ci:>mmw1ily 
di.spiay crucial soci-lingui•tic a.<pects of verbal beh;wiour. 

lNTRoouqTIOCI!. . The analysis of Telugu .kirishi.p terminology. 
presented in this pa~r is based on the data collected. from a 
variety Qf Telugu spoken in a remote viJlage. called pencukalapaQ.u 
of M1hboobnagar district in Andhr.t Prade>h .. ·The viUage is. 
about fifteen kilometres from the border of Karnataka State, 
where Kannada . .is :;poken. .Besides. Teiugu, a-. sizabk number 
of people represent Kannada and Urdu language communities 
also, who form certain caste and religious ·.gmups' .respectively. 
The impact of bilingualism and language contact on kinship 
behaviour may be noticed in the data •. The statements c::onG~rnir>g 
different aspetts of ki=nship system are eisentially. e.thf).~graphit. 
in nature. They need not neceHarily represent . .varie\ies- of 
Tclugu spoken elsewhere. 

The etymological information of the 1.~el~_g\~ ~~!ls~~p temu 
is found in Burrow and E.meneau 1961, 1968, and 1972. ·However, 
itiHoben_otedthattermsb~_va,savti, and sar;igu<;l.u, which aredi•~ 
cu;sed in this paper are found to be unattested either in Dravidian 
Etymol?,gi~al Dictionax;y; ~ts Supplement, .9r Notes. 

The term~ bivaand saQ.gt~IL are identified asJQa-nairomlndo" 
AryanbyEmeneau and Burrow(l962). The termsar•ti is,however, 
found:1.lnMtested even in this work. Another term· niiyna..is alsq 
not found in any of these works . 

. .:. ·.'' 

1.0. XATURE OF KI)ISHIP TER..>.HNOLOGY. The lexical units in 
kinship t~rminology show two aspect> of their mearings: The 
person-de~ignating aspect and the role-symbolizing aspect. Apart 
from referring to a person, a kin term. often ·r~p,-~'>ents what it 
means to be called by that _term in that soc\ety (excluding the 
metaphorical extensions -to' 'non-relatives}:· 

A~tither characteristic feature uf kins:R.ip terms is ·that th~y 
involve, rela tiona! structur,r;s ... E.ach term i,l1 the system expres~es 
a rela ti:on · f)etween two ( oi Iribre) persons ider.ti cd by the geJ'.era
lized label&, namely the EOQ Gthe person from whom the r~lat~ou 
686.-5'~,;.,(. .:. _:.;' . . ... ] . ·'···· .. 
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is traced) and the ALT:!R (the person who is actually referred 
or addressed to by the term). 

The ·person-designating aspect of kir.~>hip terminology of 
a particular language is derived by a limited set of denotata, 
symbolizing the mo·st basic categories of the nuclear family. The 
following set of denotata is used in the _g.rcsent study: F=Father, 
M=Mother, P=Parent, H=Husband, W=Wife, Sp-:Spouse1 

B-Brofher, Si=Sist~r; S=Son, D=::-Da·ughter, o~ompring. 

The following abbreviaticns are med to denote the biological 
and sociological aspects of kir.ship usage: e=e:der, y=younger, 
+E=Male ego,-E=Fem'l.le eg(}; +A=Mtle alter,-A= 
Female alter, (+)=Male, (--)=Female l.J=Upper stratum, 
L=Lower stratum. 

1.1. ENUMER.A TION OF T:~tJ..UGU }(IN .SHIP TERMINOLOG'Y. 

1. Core kin terms: (C)· 

REFERENCE 

ALTER DENOT ATA EGO 

.WDRESS 

ALTER 
------------------·------· ---

(a) Conmnguintal terms: 

I. Hita PF 0 11 & 12 tata 

2. avva PM c 11 & 12 yava 

3. tanQri (formal) F c 9 & 10. 

U. niyna nayna 

appa yapa 

L. ayya yaya 

abba (derogatory) 

4. talli (formal) M· c 9 & 10. 

'·. aJ;Il1llB. yami 

s·. a~ .eB C.7&5. .. yana 

6. akka. eSi c 7 & 8. yaka. 
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7. tammuc;lu yB 

8. cellelu ySi 

9. koc;luku s 
komaruc;lu (formal) 

10. bic;lc;la D 

komarte (formal) 

11. manmac;lu OS 

c 5 & 6. 

C5&6 

C3&4 
D 9, 10, 11, 12, & 13 

C3&4 
D 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 

C1&2 

man11Ulnguc;lu (old generation) 

12. manmaralu OD 

(b) Ajj"inal kin terms: , 

13. manta SpF 

14. atta SpM 

15. alluc;lu DH 

16. kva.Qa1u sw· 

C1 & 2 

c 15 & 16 
D7&8 

c 15 & 16 
D7&8 

c 13 & 14 
D5&6 

c 13 & 14 
D5&6 

17. bha.rta (formal) H C 18 

moguc;lu 

18. bharya (formal) W C 17 

U. penc;llamu 

L. alu 

19. viyyankuc;lu OSpF 

biguc;lu (jokular) 

20. viyyankuralu OSpM 

~iguralu (jokular) 

c 19 & 20 

c 19 & 20 

mama 

yati 
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21. bava HeB, ·esiH: · c 24 
D 14 &.1:5 

22. odire WeSi, eBW C 23 
··n 15 

23. mc.rdi ' · HyB,-ySH C 22 

2. Derived kin terms: tD~ 
( 11.) TermJ marked for gensraizon .: · 

I. muttiita PPF 

2. jejavva PP-M 

jeji (informal) 

3. munimanma<;lu OOS · \ ' 

4. mu!'limanmaralu OOD; : 

D3&4 

D 3 &4 .. 

Dl&2 

Dl&.2. 

(b) Terms marked for affinal rela_tion: 

5. menamii.ma 

6. menatta 

MB 

FSi 

D7&8 

D 7&8 

7. m~nalluc;iu SiS (+E) D 5 & 6 
:as (-E) 
MBS, FSiS 

9. mena~va~alu SI;>_ (+E) D 5 & _6 
BDo(~-E) 
MBD,MSiD 

(c) TermJ marked for r~~ativs. age: 

9. pettanc;l.ri (formal)FcB, McSiH 

U. pedanayna 

bava 

odine 

J . 

t ta 

jeji 

mama 
. :: ... ~ . _ .... 

yata 

pedahayana 
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peddappa 

L. peddayya 

10. pcttalli (formal) FeBW, MeSi 

,peddamma 

11. cinatan<;lri (formal) FyB, MySiH 

U. cinnayna 

--cinnappa 

· .- L. sin_nayya 

12. cmnamma FeBW, MySi 

(d) Term ·marked for marital order: 

"13". savittalli MHW 

mardalli (informal) 

c 9 & 10 

pedapa 

peday! 

pedama 

cinnay:na 

cinapa 

sinaya 

.. cinama 

(e) Terms marked for neutralization of relative age by coordination: 

14. bamardi WB, B\VB C 21 

15. odinemardalu HS, SiHSi C n·& 24 

a<;lipilla (informal) 

2.0; STRUCTURAL FEATURES. Address terms are· relatively shorter 
than their respective reference term~ and they are simpler too in 
their phonotaetics. · The gemination and the length of a vowel 
in the reference term is lost in ad-.d.ress forin. Final vowel of the 
addr~ss form is lengthened. · 

2 .1 P~OKOLOGICAL FEATURES: 

a. Social_ variation. 

The kinship terms of Tel ugu also exhibit scme common social 
variation in ·its phonological structur·e, representing upper ar.d 
lower strata of the society. ' · 
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(i) c s: cellelu (U)-sellelu (L), cinnamma (U)
sinnamma (L) etc., 

(ii) v 0 or-i viyyanku<;lu (lJ)-yiyyanku<;lu (L) etc. 

(.Vote: y is not phonemic in this position.) 

. (iii) Aspirated consonants found in Sanskritic terms are 
deaspirated in the speech oflower stratum: bharta 
(C)-barta (L), bharya (U)-b<irya (L), etc. 

b. Dialect variation. 

(i) The deletion of short vowel of the secon d'syllable in 
poly-syllabic words is a featme found in this dialect: 
savati-savti, maradi-mardi, maractalu- mardalu, 
manu.ma<;lu -- manma<;lu, manumaralu- manmaralu, 
sa<;l<;laku<;lu-sa<;lgu<;lu. 

(ii) mardalu and kvaQ.alu show lengthep.ing of the penul
timate syllable, which retain the original feature of 
length of female marker -alu. In the term bamardi 
(bavamaradi), the lengthening of the penultimate syllable 

·is due to compensatory lengthening (Loss . of final 
syllable in bava and lengthening of first syllable of 
mardi). 

2.2. PLURAL !o'ORMATION: 

Plural form~ are formed bv the addition of suffix -lu to the 
singular form. The alternation, that occurs after the addition of 
the suffix is listed below. 

(i) tata-lu, anna-lu, appa-lu. ko<;luku, komarte, avva, 
atta, aruma, akka, ayya, abba form this group. In 
this group, there is no· alternation in the forms. 

(ii) The singular form loses its final vowel befon the 
plural suffix. 

(a) The deletion of final -e 1s optional: odine
odinlu, odiP.elu. 

(b) The deletion of final -a: nayna-nayinlu. 

It may be noted that the deletion of final vowel 
in this case results in three consonant cluster . 

. Hence the vowel i is inserted af'ter the first 
consonant. 
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(iii) The deletion of masculine marker -c}rt of the singular
form: sac;lguc}u-st<;lgu'u, bigu<;lu-bigu'u, manman
guc}u-manmangu1 u. 

(iv) The alternation of the final :vowel -i to -u: tandri
tan<;lrulu, talli-tallu~u, mardi~mardl.l:u, sa~ti
savtulu. 

(v) The deletion of final vowel -a and the reduction of 
the preceding geminate consonant: b~<;l<;la---b:<;Ilu. 

(vi) The singular forms which end with feminir.e marker: 
-alu or elu alternate with ii.n<;lu f an<;lu ar d em;l.u re>pec~ 
tively. m;mmraalu -- manmadin<;llu, mudalu .....;. 
mardan<;llu, ya:alu -yaran<;llu, bigura'.u·-·higuriiu;llu 
eellelu-,eelhtn<;ll u. kvac;l.alu has a shorter form. 
kvii<;lan<;llu. 

(vii) The masc~line marker -<;lu of the singular form 
alternates with -n<;lu: tammul;l.u·--tammun.<;llu, aLuc;l.u 
-;-atl unl;l.l u, mogul;l.u-mogun<;ll u. · 

(viii) ·The singular form komiirul;l.u has two alternative forms 
in plural. The final vowel is elided in both the 
cases. 

(a) The deletion of ma~culine marker -l;l.u: komaru<;lu 
komarlu. 

(b) The final -r of the alternant further changes to -l 
before J?l ural suffix -lu. komaru<;l u -komiiH u. 

(ix) The singular form pen<;l.lii.mu forms its plural· by 
replacing the final-mu by -lu. pen<;llamu-penl;l.lalu 
The from alu wife has zero alternant of the plural 
morpheme alu-alu. 

-~ll the forms which show the oblique endings -nQ.u, an<;l.u/ 
anc;l.u and enl;l.u lose their final vowel before the plural suffix -1u. 
The forms also show the alternation in oblique eP.ding -lin upper 
stratum and -1 in lower stratum. 

The consonant cluilter of the consonant group -nl;l.l- uf the 
forms penl;l.lamu anO, penl;l.lalu is reduced to :Q by upper stratum 
and .n by lower stratum. pel).liimu (U), penliimu CL). The plural 
fioms of kinship terms do not ~how any remarkable departure 
from the.general pattern ob>erved ·in non-kinship terms. The 
only departure s.eems to be the system ofpluralformation by the 
addition of -gam to a singular form· (cf.section 7.) 
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AU: the. kinship terms sho\v ge~er distinction~ They fall 
into two groups. 

(1) Those which are marke'rd by a morphological process 
-called suffixation. 

(2) Those which show lexical dis tinction adopting one 
for masculine ar:)d another for feminine. 

The fint categ0ry comprises of term> denoting kinsfolk repre
senting eg,/s de;cending generation or you!'l.ger siblings. Mascu
line is m:trkerl bv the suffix -du and feminine bv the suffix -alu-
(el~ in allelu)·. · . . · · ' · · · 

·· However, there are tw,:, terms· which do not conform to 
this pattern, one, denoting 'son, ( ko<;luku) and another, 
'daughter' (bi<;l<;la). Though they belong to the; descending 
generation they do not show morphological marking for gen
der: It may be noted that fomn with -alu are female spouses 
of their male counterparts. The only exception seem5 to be 
in the case of manma<;lu and manmarab1 which show sibling 
relation. The term yaralN has no male COWlterpart lexically. 

The second category includes thl) terms ·denoting the 
ascending generation, including the above two ·forms of des
cending generation. 

The derived kin terms show the morpholugical marking for 
blood. rdation, generation, marital order, r~;lative age of the 
linking,relative, etc. by prcfixation. It is to be noted that the 
relative age ofthe same generation is-not marked by morphological 
process but .by :lexical ~ele<;tion . 

. . Core kin' term> marked" "for sex: .mogu41J,-alu (spouses), 
bigu<;lu-bigurii.lu (spouses) nianma<;~.u,.-inanmaralu (siblings) 
tammugu-cellelu (siblings) alhi<;lu~kvii.Q.alu: (possible siblings), 
saQ.guQ.u-yii..riilu (spou,se's, sibling's spouse-male. ~.nd fer~mlc; res-
pectively), :fllllrdi-mardalu. · · - · 

. "~ Core kin term~ unmarked for se~: t~ta-avva, appa-amma,. 
mama-atta (spouses), anna-akka, ko<;luku.:..biQ.<;ta·· {sibliri'gs) 
bava-odine, (spouse.s), sayti, a<;lipilla. :pen<;llamu. 

The derived reference tc.i:nl jejavya ·ofte11 used as jejl. in 
reference and jeji.in.. address, _ret~ins -~t-~. ~otrher par~ rath~r thafj: 
th,e latter one. Her~ the adJective ;ep 1s .. nomma_hzed and th·!:: 
adjective, which is only an ascending generati()ri market stands 
for the whole forni. Its address for~. is. ~rj.~~riably jeji'. · _', 
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3.0. POSSESSIVE FORMS. Reference terms are generally pteceded 
by the posses>ive forms of first, second, and third person pronouns 
of both singular and plural. 

Reference terms may be grouped into three sets according 
.to whether they take plural possessive pronoun or singular possessive 
pr0noun or alternatively, either. First perscn prcnouns ·~re 
med when the reference in the context involves the sp eaker and 
the alter. Second person pronouns are used when the referenc·e 
in the context involves the hearer and the alter. The inclusive 
pronoun found in Telugu is used when the reference in the context 
involve3 both the interlocuters and the alter. Third person 
pronouns are used when the reference in the cc.ntext invohes 
neither of the interlocuters with the alter. 

(I) Termr which take plural posstssit'e pronouns: 

. rna-' our_' (exclusive),mi-' your' (pl.),mana

' our' {incluiiive) va!Ja-'their'. 

The first two forms are formed by the shortening of the 
final vow.-::ls: ti:it.l, ni:iyna, mama, bava, odine, .sac;iglll;lu, savti, 
bigu<;lu biguralu. The following tcrmoi take -y- before them, 
like m·qamm2, miylmm~ etc., avva, appa, ayya, amma,' anna, 
akka, atta, alluc;lu, ac;lipilla. Excepting the term allurJu all other 
form~ which begin with a denote senior relatives. atani 'he' 
and avQ.a 'she' are used along with plural possessive' pronouns to 
denote hmband and wife respectively (mayatani, miyatani, 
mayavc;la, miyavc;la, etc.). atani, av<;Ia denoting husband and 
wife re.>pectively are used to avoid direct reference to one's 
ipouse. The~e forms are also used· to denote joking or 
redicule. The form abba denoting 'father' i~ used only l1 
the derogatory sense like miyabba 'your father', by an upper 
class speaker to a lower class one. This is also · used in 
compounds like abbagantu 'father's property ' (derogatory). 

'The p()ssible derived forms of the above terms alSo take the 
plural possesiive pronouns.· · 

Notice that all the above terms are either of the 2-scending 
·genetation or: belot:tg to the elders of the same generation; or 
those equated to the same· generation (affinal relatives), where 
age is .. neut.I:alized. 

(2) Terms which take sin:ular possessive prono115s: 
. . 

na- 'my'; ni- 'your' (sg.J, atanifvan- 'his', dan-'her'· 
686-6 
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mogtu;I{r, pen~Ii~u, koc;lu~u; bic;lc;la fall in this group. 
The term alu which also falls in this group takes :Y-before it. 

(3) Terms which take either: 

bamardi, odinemardalu, yarah,t, tammuc;lu, cellelu, mardi, 
marcialu, kvac;lalu, manmaQ.u, _manmaralu. The term alluQ.u takes 
-j- before iL The derived forms of the above terms also take the 
sa~e possessives. 

mavoc;lu 'iny son' mivoc;lu 'your SQn' are manipulative 
ref.<!rence forms of younger relatives. They also denote younger 

·brother, if the ·age difference betwee~ the ego and the alter i~ 
considerable. 

( 4) Pattem manipulation: 
. . 

The ab.we pattern, if disturbed, results in either non-exi~ting 
usage or in exhibiting totally new semantic dimension. The 
terms avPa, amma; akka. iilu, if prefixed with singular possessive 
pronouns like ni-, van, dan- give rise to abusive terminology. 

a. Terms of vituperation. 

ni: niyavva, niyamma, niyakka·,. :niyaii, 
van: vanavva, vanamma, vanakka,. va11:aii .. 
dan: danavva, dananuna, danakka-

By ol.J·;erving the structure of the last form of a/u (ali .is an 
obl~que furm ofa/u) we c:'l.n deduce that these forms by themselves 
ar<! n.)t the U'ld'!rlying furm; repre.>enting the whole construction 
but they result after the deletion rule(s) operated upon them. 
The deletej portion which fvllows these forms repre'>en:t the 
t;tbooed expreJ'>ion, e~pecially relating to conjugal act. 

b. Temu of denigration. 

The furm> like ny:zvPa, nyamma, 19.akka, ~iii are also in vogue 
as interjections of self denigration or repentence. 

4.0. DIFFERENTL-\E OF TELUGU KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY. There 
are ·three semantic diffe'r'enti~e deducible for Telugu Kinship 
terminology: · 

I. GEN.Ii:RATION: Three generations are distinguished m 
each ascending and descending levels. The terms for 
the third gen~ration are derived by the morphological 
process called prefixation .. The other two generations 
are represented by separate lexical' units. · · 
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a. lvforphologicalmarking: 

muttata,jejavva (Third a,scending generation) munimanma<;lu, 
munimanmarii.lu (Third descending generation) mut
(mudimi' oldage ') jeji (God) are used to denote ascending 

-generation. mun.i (munu 'earlier') is used to denote 
descending generation. 

b. Lexical distinction: 

tiita, avva (second ascending generation). manma<;lu, 
manmaralu (second descending generation) appa, amma 
(first ascending generation) ko<;luku, bi<;l<;la (first descen
ding generation) anna, akka, tammu<;lu, celklu (ego's 
. generation). 

2. RELATI'VE AGE: 

Dravidian languages, m general, distinguish lexically 
between younger and older siblings-but not between parents' 
siblings. The parents' siblings arc distinguished for age in relaticn 
to the parent (linking relative) by prefixes denoting pedda-' elcer' 
and cinna 'younger'. Wives of father's brothers a:rd husbLrds 
of mother's sisters take the same adjectival prefix cf age as the 
parents' respective siblings take. These derived kin-tnms exter.d 
the same relation to the linked relatives as the Core terms do. 
Rajagopal (1970) finds the principle cf relative age as another 
essential statement of an alternative strategy for Telugu Kinship. 

The relati.:re ige in ascending generation. i$ marked by the 
morphological process called prefixation. Relative age of the 
ego's generation is marked by lexical distinction. 

a. Relative a<~e of the ego in relation to the alter: 

anna, akka (Ego is younger than ~he alter) tammu<;lu, 
cellelu (Ego is older than the alter). 

b. &lative age' uf the alter in relation to· ·the ·linking relative 
(parent): 

LINKING RELATIVE ALTER 

·(appa, amma) peddappa~· peddamma ..; 
(alter. is old.er, th~n.}he; pare.pt) 

cinnappa, cinnamma 
(alter is younger than )h.e p~;-e_nt) 
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c. Relative age of the ego in relaiion to tht linki~ reiative: 

L~KING RELATIVE 

(akka) Spouse relation 

(anna) , 

_ (tammuQ_u) 

( cellelu) 

ALnR 

bava (Ego is younger than the 
linking relative) 

odine ( 

mardalu (Ego is older than the 
linking relative) 

mardi ( , 
" 

d. Relativt age of the ego and alter (pertincn tin addres:o) : 

REFERE!\'CE ADDRESS 

saQ_guQ_u yana (younger to older) 

qiguQ_u (y) to biguralu (o) yaka (~go is younger) 

big_uralu (y) to bigu<;lu (o) yana ( , - ;, , 

- e. Relativt a~:e of the iinking relatives of ego and alttr in adiress: 

yaralu (y) to yaralu (o)-yaka (yBW to eBW) 

f. _Relative order of marriage with the linking relatir;e of 1-go flnd 
alter in address: · 

5avti (latter) to savti (formcr)-yaka (irrespective of age) 

3. RELA Tl'VE SEX: 

- a. Relative sex tJf thHgo in relation to the linkit~g relative: 

' .LI:-:!KING-- RELA TlVI!; -- ALTER 

:P'emale ego (anna, tammuQ_u) Offspring .. menallu<;lu, mena
IFiiQ_alu 

" ) " 
M~le ego (akka, cellelu) Off.o;pring 

Female ego { , , ') , 

•. koQ_uku, biQ_-<;la 

.. mena1luQ_u, mena
gvaQ_alu 

.. koQ.uku, biQ_Q_a 
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b. Relative sex of the alter in relation to the linking relative: 

. LIN"KING RELATIVE 

(amma) (Opposite sex 
sibling) 

. (appa) ( , ) 

ALTER 

.. menamama 

.. menatta 

The above forms of alter show the affinal relation with the 
ego. 

ego. 

(amma) equisex sibling 

(appa) 
" " 

.. peddamma (older than 
the linking relative) 
cinnamma (younger 
than the linking 
relative). 

.. peddappa (older than 
the linking relative) 
cinnappa (younger 
than the linking 
relative). 

The above forms of alter show the parent relation with the 

c. Rtlative sex of the ego in .relation to the alter: 

There seems to be another differe11.tia known as spouse relation, 
which is pertinent in the description of affinal relatives. Notice 
that 2c. exhibits both relative age and the spouse relation. 

LINKING RELATIVE ALTER 

(ko<;luku) 

(bi!;I<;la) 

kva<;lalu 

alhic;Iu 

spouse relation. 

spouse rcla tion. 

There are other terms which show simple spouse relation 
\vithout involving the linking relative. 

moguc;lu-alu, biguc;lu--biguralu, appa-amma, 

tata-J.vva, ann~-vadina, akka-bava, rnama-atta, 

tarnmm;lu-m:·n·dalu, bamardi---cellelu. 

d. Relativt sex of the ego and alter: (equi-scx) 

The terms are reciprocal in relation. This is one kind of 
bipolarity observed in Telugu. Other kinds of bipolarity estab
lished through addres~ system is explained in section 5. · 
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Mal~ ego-spome's equiscx sibling's spousc-saQ.gu<;lu 

Female ego 
" " 

,. yaralu 

, , Spouse's spouse savti 

e. Relative -sex qf the ego and the alter applicable in equivalence 
principle of address: biguc;l.u and biguralu stand in bipolar 
reference. 

They are spouses in one reference, in another they are parepts of 
offspring's spouse. In the second category of reference they are 
equated to siblings each representing opposite sex. 

bigw;lu.,..:...biguc;l.ulu (Address term bava) affinal relation. 

biguralu-biguralu (Address term vodine) , 
" 

bigucJu---,-biguralu (siblings in address) spouse relation. 

biguralu to biguc;l.u, ana if male is older (intimate address) 

biguc;l.u to biguralu, 

apa (general address) 

aka if female is older (intimate 
address) 

ama (general address) 

5.0. REFERENCE A:\'D ADDRESS SYST!:MS OF KINSHIP. Thr! address 
term> are modified forms of reference terms and they are limited, 
when cnmpared to their respective reference terms. They are 
restricted to a few term> of ascending generations and elders of 
the same generation (equated or otherwise). Kins ofdescC'!nding 
generation and younger ~iblings are addressed ·preferably by 
their short names. But never by their reference terms. Special 
address forms may be adopte!f when the names arc not preferred. 
Derived kin terms of reference drop their prefixal elements except 
when they denote age. 

1. Equivalence of kinship terms in address: 

Certain terms of reference have totally different set of address 
terms and the system involving them. 

a. Bipolar terms . 

. saQ.gulu are those persons who marry sisters, so they stand in 
sibling relation. Hence the elder sister's husban.d is addres·sed 
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by his sac;lgll(;lu as ani, an address term adopted for his elder brother. 
On the same p3.ttern yiiranc;llu are these females who marry 
brothers. Hence the elder brother's wife is addressed ltv her 
yiirilu as aka,. an address term adopted for her elder ;ister. 
Accordingly savtulu are those females who marry the sameperson. 
Hence they stand in the same relation (spouse relation) with the 
linking relative. savitalli or mfudalli is on par with the mgther, 
hence she is addressed as pedamii or cinama depending upon the 
age and nn.rital order_ofher with ego's mother. 

If two or more kins show the same relation with the linking 
rebtive or ego or alter, as the case may be, they st.:nd in ~·ibeing 
relation unless they belong to the <~.sce:tding genen:tion. Even il' 
they belong to the ascending generati1p·, if tl~ey are oft he ~;awc; sex 
th::y prove to· be i.1 sibliP:g rdatioo. ·rhelimited set of address 
. terms which are applied to the whole ~amut of refcr.::nce system 
ad:1pted "t the micro-kvel 'ofthe society is either because of the 
equivalence principle or becau>e of the principle of exten;ion. 
These are discus~ed to the extent of the present reguirement 
further in this and the following sectic n. · · · 

Two opposite sex kins, who show bigudu and biguralu rehtion, 
stand in sibling relation. Hence the person who i~ older is 
a::i tressed by the equated elder sibling term distinguishir.g sex. 
B~ci!l>e of this equivalence the spouses of these are addressed 
by the re3pective egoes as biva (a male ego to his male alter biguQu) 
and odine (a female ego to her female alter biguriilu). 

b. Terms of descending generation: 

. Spouses address each other by some attenti<~n~dniwing furms 
(generally by the interjections of varicus sort') vr by ccnsr;icuous 
ab~ence of any term .. 

The off3pring are often addressed by the special terms wh~ch 
denote birth-order compri;;ing three distinctior.s: Elde~t, Middle 
and Youngest. · · · 

Sons: pedavoc;la ('ddest), •ac;lipoc;la (middle), cinavoc;la 
(youngest). 

Daughters: pedapile, nac;lippile, cin;1pile in that order. 
. . . 

The spouses of offspring : re also differentiated by adopting 
this method of reference or address like pedavoni penc;llamu ' Elder 
son's wife' (Daughter-in-law), pedapilla moguc;lu 'Eld 1 .daughter's 
husband (S.Jn-in-law). Daughters-in-law are eve~ addre$sed 
by these terms, since they can not be addres~ed by thetr respective 
kin terms. 
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An address form tamii (The corresponcling address form of 
reference term tammuQ.u) is often used to address an younger male 
relative or even younger non-relative by tl:e ego. 

The terms for son and brother are manipulated by other 
method in reference as explained in section 3. 

c. Terms of affinal relatives: 

Affinal relatives who cannot represent the eonsanguineal 
kinship are the spouses and their opposite sex 5iblings. They 
have different set of address terms. Affinal relatives mav be 
grouped into two sets. (i) Those who are addressed by' the 
consanguineal kin terms,(ii) those who are not. mama-atta, 
alluQ.u-kvaQ.alu, bava-odine, mardi-mardatu exhibit the ~arne affieal 
relation as those of their corresponding mbla relative~. The 
mena relatives are those affinal relatives who are consanguineally 
related. The same address terms are adopted for both the sets. 
Hence they are equated to the feature of generation. The equiva-
1ence of kinship relation can be established through address terms 
adopted for the respective kinsfolk. 

d. kinship terms as titles: 

. kinship terms may be suffixed in the names either to rder or 
address a person denoting ego's relation with the alter. e.g. 
irannanna " elder brother iranna ". · This is alw found in ritual 
kinship (section 6.). 

The kin terms can be treated as a form of title in address, 
but only the ascending generation has this privilege. If a title 
is u3ed in direct address ar.d there arc ~cveral memb(rs of the 
same kin category the name of the person. may also precede the 
kinterm as shown above. 

2. Principle of equivalence. 

The principle of equivalence can be . establi~hed by the 
address term adopted for the affinal relatives. ·In these address 
terms both age and sex are also observed. The spouses are put 
on par with the sibling and two lineages are counted thereon. 
The sibling relation of the linking relative ar.d their relative age 

·.are also pertinent. 

Equivalence chart: 

+3 muttata 
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jfjavva 

+2 tata 

avva 

+I appa 
siblings of parents 

am rna 

moguc;lu 

penc;l.Himu 

anna odiM 

menatta atta 
parents of spouses 

menamama m,ama 

spouses 
tammuc;lu 

~eutralization of age sac;lguc;lu biguQ.w. 
mardilu 

akka 

cellelu 
spouse3 

-1 koc;luku 
spouses 

bic;lQ.a 

-2 manmaQ.u 

manmanilu 

bava 

" " bamardi 
, yaralu, savti biguriilu 

or 
mardi 

kvac;liiht menalluc,iu 
Cross siblings offspring 

alluc;lu menagvaQ.alu 

-3 munimanmac;lu 

munimanmaralu 

Father's male siblings and mother's female ~iblings ore 
equated to the parents. saz;ittalli is equated to the female parent. 
Numbers denote the distance of generation removed f, em the 
ego's own generation. Symbols ( +) and (-·) which precede 
the numbers denoting generation indicate ascendir.g ar.d descen
ding generations respectively. Ego's own generation is not 
indicated by any symboL 

3. Equivalence through linka:e: 

Age, sex, and their combination show certain pa tt~rns. of 
kinship relation which can be shown throw.gh the diagrami o 
linkage. 

686-7. 
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Age: sa<;lgu<;lu-\Vife's elder sister's husband -anna 

-Wife's younger sister's husband-tarnmuQ.u. yaralu
HeBW-akka; HyBW-cellelu. 

(l)---(2e)--(2y)--(3) tammuQ.u, cellelu 
(2y)---(2e)---(4) anna, akka. 

(l)----(2e)--(3) bava, odine. 
(2y)----(4) mardi, mardalu. 

savti-husband's first wife (generally older)-akka .. 
--husband's second , (, younger}-cellelu. 

(l)_;-(2e)--(3) akka. 

b. Sex: 
(2y)---(4) cellelu. -

(Females)-annaftammuQ.u-bigu<;lu-· bava~ (~ales). 

(Males )-akkafcellelu--biguralu--::>dine-(Female~). 

(1-)--- (l ±)-- (2) alluQ.u, kva<;lalu. 
(1 +)-- (3) koQ.uku, biQ.Q.a. 

(1)--- (2+)-- (3-)--- (4) bigudu, 
bigU:ralu. 

(2-)-- (3+) 

c. Age and sex: 

a. father's sibling~: menatta, peddappa, .cinn~ppa. 

(1)-- (2+)-- (2-) menatta. 

(2+y)-- (2+~) peddappa. 
(2+e)--. (2+y) cinnappa. 

b_. mother's siblings: menamama, peddamma, cinnamma. 

(1)-.. -.-:- (2--:-) . (2-H menamama: 
(2-y)---- (2--e) peddan:tma. 
(2-e) (2-y) cinnainma. 

In these linkage diagram~ tl~~ sibli~gs a~e gken the same 
n-umber. 

sf~ce their relative age and sex are pe.rtine~t they a;:e._diffe
renciated. 
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6.0. SoCIAL LEAR!\ING APpROACH. Kinship terminology is linked 
to both the linguistic matrix of grammatical par.adigrrs z.rd tl,e 
cultural matrix of social statuses and group categories. 

The social learning approach attempts to establish the 
behavioral and psychological processes that briP.g about the 
extension of kin terms from genealogically close relatives to thof.e 
who arc genealogically distant. Kinship terms that rarge beyond 
ones own biological kin type are extended. There is movement 
in affectionate address granting cor.sanguineal re:ationship. This 
phenomenon, apart from affinal relatives can also apply to family 
friends, co-re>idents, strangers and the whole net work of village 
community. 

The denotative meaning of a kinship term is wsccptiblc; to 
structural analysis; How learning takes place is a psychological 
prob~em ex;sting completely apart from the semantic analysi~. 

The analysis ofki P.shi p terminologies has tradi ticP.ally or; era tc d 
only with the geneogical denotata of the .nomiral stems of kin 
term,, with little refere!'.ce to the Social and lir.guif.tic cc-ntcxts 
in which kin terms are used. Such analvsis has usuallv re·sultfd 
in the delineation of a single unit2ry ;tructure. Pr~blem.s of 
alternation are seldom systcmatic<?.lly accounted .for; cr;e reason 
for this failure is that an explanation of it requires information 
on the Social and linguistic environments as welL (Tyler 1966}. 
The linguistic (structural) con texts of kinship terms are di~cmsed 
in section 3.0 .. 

l. Ritual kinship: 

A set of kinship terms are used to address non-kins. They 
include term> for consanguineal relatives ... E.itual kins.hip . is 
common and usually it extends logically to the members of both 
the sides. This is almost parallel to . biological. relationships 
excepting the spouse and direct parent-off:opring relation. Even 
the strangers are addressed in this way along , ... ith various atti
tudinal terms differentiating the age and sex of the alter. 

tat a 
ava 
apa 
ana· 
tama 
nayna 

to an old man .. 
to an old woman. 
to all males irrespective of age. 
to a male person who is equal in age. 
to a male youngster. 
yo.unger .female to a middle aged male to 
show paternal reverence.: . 
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ayii 

am a 
ange 
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to a pers'Jn belonging to Brahmin, Komati,. 
or Jangam caste, irrespective of age. 
to women, irrespective of age. 
to an old woman, with a contemptuous 
attitude. 

2 . Gender marking: 

In the preceding sectiofl.S we have seen that alu denotes gender 
in kinship t~rms. Kin terms also act as gender markers suffixed 
to the caste and occupation terms. amma is used along with the 
caste and occupation denoting terms to mark female sex of the 
referent e.g. bapanamma 'Brahmin lady'; angatrrnma 'Lady 
shop-keeper. The il,bove forms will becorr1e male denoting if 
suffix amma is replaced by ayya e.g. bapanayya, angatayya. 

akkais also used to denote female sex of a person, in occupation. 
e.g: vantalakka. 

If the words themselves express the male person, suffixatbn 
of appa or ayya denote contempt or ridicule. ta]a!ayya, talarappa 
aladiyappa (ridiculing village ~ervant). 

In this dialect. iiy~~rna and ~m1 (ayarr,a) have undergone a 
diectic re-analysis as ayanna and ayamma respectively. Inversely 
the kit:t term appa is re-analy.sed as ayappa as in teJitriiJappa. 

The pronouns he and 5he are formed by prefixing a demons
trative a- to the kin terms appa, 11nna (male) and amma (female) 
e.g: ayappa, ayanna (he) ayamma. (she); demonstrative vowel 
can· be long or short: 

3. Terms ttj ajftct£on ~Jnd endearment: 

. In addition to short names or pet-names the par(.nt may 
prefer to use bipolar terms in address to cajole or placate the 
child. These terms which go along with posses~ive pronoun 
ma- are not found in direct commands. 

The ego can show affection toward5 yo~nger folk by raising 
defference level like using na)'na, appa, tm19ri, for rrales and talli 
and amma. for females. Raising the deference for younger folk 
and low~ring it for the old denote an attitude of ridicule and 
contempt._ · 

AfFection de111.oting nddre:;s: matan<;Ire, manayne, mayappe, 
(mlle:; J these term, also denote appreciation or sympathy towards 
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younger folk. mata.lle, mayanune (to younger females by older 
females J buda- is an address term used to show extreme intimate 
affectioi1 to~ards a child (male or female) by a relatively older 
person (generally females). 

Plunlizi11g the Kin term denoting parents is also obl-erved 
IR affectionate address. e.g: nayinlu (male), arnrnalu (female) 

Bangaru (lit. gold) bzdjulu, cinnalu are also used to ~how endear
ment. 

4. Terms of reproach : 

koQ.uku (in address, ko<;laka), and mun<;la in addres~, mun<;lii) 
are used to abuse a persJn male and female respectively. The~e 
can be prefixed by any abusive terms. 

donga ko<;luku- 'a thief' (male), donga mur:<;la- ' a thief' 
(female) Bi<;l<;la (in address, bi<;la) is used to abuse a female person. 

Notice that by c<1Eing a person kq;lakason and bi<;la- daughter 
orie is demoralizing alter's female parent . 

.5. Interjections and vocatives: 

Many interjections are fcrnced by the kiHhip tnms. They 
denote various feelings and attitudes. The different terms may 
be used to deriote the Fame feeling. 

Interje.:tions: 

Expcessing fear: ammo 
" pain: amrna; abba 
, relief: ammayya 
, wrprise or disapproval: vayanna, vayabba, vayarnma 
, praise: abbo 
, sympathy: ayy5; ayy«.yy6 
, hopeless state or distrust: abbe 
, surprise, accusation, or pretext: avva 
, prohibition: anumimma; annanna _ 
, intolerence: abba; abbabba; abbabbabba (according 

to the degree of feelir.g) 
" dis-belief: vayann6, vayabb6; vayamm6 

Vocatives: 

app6; anno (for ma'es); ammo (for females) 
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6. Respect markers: 

The overt expression of respect through morphological 
marking is totally ab~en t in this dialect. 

Acquired form~ sab (an Urdu term) and garu (a term· from 
standard variety) are used in most formal CJccasions by strar.gers 
and high stratum which denote 'Sir' in addre!:.s.. They also are 
used usually in ridicule or in joking by the native interlocutor". 

The respect behaviour in this dialect is patterned through 
other means as can be 5een in the chart showirg kinship term as 
personal name suffixes·. 

7 .0. SoCIAL STRATIFICA,TioN. Kinship terms arc used to 
serve gender denotation, attitudir.al markirg, <'-nd social strati
ficatior, suffixed to a personal name.· Though the stratification 
is applicable to both the alter and the s-peaker, at times it is expli
cit only with regard to the alter. However the attitude of the 
speaker is indistinguishable in this context. The status of a kin 
is dependant upon the generation, the age (which naturally 
goes along with generation), the kind of relation with the ego 
(consanguinea] or affi.n.?.l) and the sex.·· 

l. Chart Showing kinship Terms as Personal Name Suffixes: 

ATTITUDE 
Status of Interlocutor's lntcrlocu-
intcrlocu- sex. tor's age 
tor's c~~ste 

Contempt 
& anger. 

Upper 
castes 

+A. -ayya 
-Irayya 

-appa 
irappa 

-A. -am.ma 
Iramma 

-gaQ.u 
(a Brahmin or 

a Jangam) 
irigaQ.u 

-akka 
irakka 

Upper 
middle 

+A. -al).I).a -appa 
irai).J).a irappa 

-gaQ.u 
(Aged) I riga<;!. u 

-castes 
[including 
Kannada 
mother 
tongue 
groups) 

Ridicule & 
jokiP.g. 

-ayya 
irayya 
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iral).l).a 
-A. -avva -avva -akka 

Lowermiddle 
castes 

Lower 
castes 

Iravva Iravva (Aged) irakka 
-amma -amrna 
Iramma Iramma 

+A. -anna -anna -gii.Q.u 
Iranna -iranna irigaQ.u 

(older) 
-Q.u 
iradu · 

. _(y~unge.r) 
-A. -akka -amtna -akbladi. 

irakka Iramma irakbli<;li 
(older) 
-akka 
Irakka 

+A: -Q.u -Q.u -o-adu 0 . 

iraQ.u ira<;lu(aged) ~Iriga<;l.u 

(aged) 
-ga<;l.u -ga<;lu 

Iriga<;lu iriga<;l.u 

~A. -akka -akka -akk:tladi 
irakka irakka irakkaliQ.i 
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-ayya 
irayya 

-appa 
irappa 

-amma 
iramma 
(younger) 

-ayp 
irayya 
(older) 
-appa 
irappa 
(older) 
-anna 
-iranna 
(yo~·nger) 
-amma 
iramma 

.. It mly b~ noted that forms denoting contempt 1 anger and 
ndrcule I joking are those that are not used in general reference 
or addre3s in the speech of that stratum. These forms can be 
categorised into two classes; Higher and Lower. This depends 
0~1 the interlocutors' reciprocal status. The awarr:e~s of ideal beha
VlOural p~tterns of defence order may induce interlocu.tors to mani
pulate these patterns for stylistic purposes by violating .the o~:der. 

Since '!}ya, appa, and an.11a (all referring, to males) inthat. order, 
stand for forms of ridicule for Upper Middle, Lower Middle-, and 
L0wer castes respectively they denote the degree of de.;cending 
deference order. amma is used to ridicule lower caste woman, and 
akka to show contempt for higher caste woman. Hence amma 
,!lnd akka denote. descending degree of deference in that order 
-gii.Q.u and akkafadi show an attitude of contempt for·· all castes 
(ot maJe a~d fe~ale persOI!lS respectively .. 

. . . . . 

Address forms of the above reference names: 
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+A. irayya-iraya ; irappa-irapa ; irawa-irai.J.a ; iranna-irana 

ira<;l.u-ira; iriga<;l.u-iriga 

-A. iramma-irama ; irak.ka-ira.ka. 

+A. and -A. denote male and female alters respectively in 
the chart. 

Some personal names are formed with-6<;1.11 a variant of vac;IN 
like na<;l.ipo<;l.u (lit. middle fellow). This form is generally found 
in names formed after the personal features of the alter like birth 
order, skin colour, deviant physical, mental and social behaviour 

a. perronal names formed by kinship terms: 

The personal names can also be formed by the conjunction of 
two kinship terms. The final kin term marks the gender of the 
referent. 

+A. ayyappa (ayya+appa) -A. ayyamma (ayya+amma) 
tayamma (tayi+amma) 
tayakka (tayi+akka) 

tayappa (tayi+appa) 
tayanna (tayi+anna) 

tayi, a term for mother is not used as a kinship term among 
Telugu speakers. But it is found in the speech of Kannada speakers 
of the same village. 

ayyappa and tayamma are the nam66 of the male and female deitios 
respectively; ayyamma and tiiyappa are the corresponding derived 
names for the opposite sex. 

b. Penona/ names formed by adjectives and kinship terms: The first 
member can be an adjective like pedda (elder) cina (younger) 

+A. peddanna, cinnanna --A. cinnakka 

These forms can also show social deference when the second 
element is replaced by ~rya and -,ga<;lu for males and amma ::~nd 
-di for females. 

+A. peddayya, cinnayya (older) -A. Cinnamma (older f Res-

peddigii<;lu, cinniga<;l.u (youn- pec~L 1) 
ger) cinnidi (younger I Dero

gatory) 

peddayya I peddanna, dnnayya j cinnanna and cinnanJma J cinnakka 
are exocentric but ayyappa ftayappa f fay11nna and a_yyamma J tayo
mma f Hgakka are not, since the whole forms denote a personal 
name. 
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A term moginalu refers to a lady, with her husb.:mcl alive. The 
first element of this compound form acts as an adjective to the 
second. 

The upper middle castes include Kannada speakers and they 
have Kannada forms ai).J.lt1 (elder brother) and auva (grand mother, 
which may either be treated as language markers or caste markers, 
since they form certain castes cr caste groups. 

2. Lexical altmzation: 

Lexical alternation in kir,ship terminology denctes social ~tr_ati· 
ficHion of the Llterlocutors. It may be noted that this altermtion 
is limited to the terms denoting fa her, wife, and dfspdng. 

Higher Castn : 

nayna; appa; pen<;IHimu; komaru<;lu; lwmarte 

bharla and bharye1 are tJsed to dencte husband :Jnd wife respecti
vely by the higher castes. These forrr.s along wi:h k11maru<;lu and 
komarte signify the formal speech. 

Lowtr Castes : 

<?J)'tt; abbaj alu, ko<;luku; bi<;l<;la ; 

These forms also denote the informal sp6ech. ablla is used to 
refer a lower caste person by an higher caste speaker. 

3. Struttural interference in plural denotation : 

Plurality is denoted by the suffux -garu, which is generally used 
elsewhere as a respect mark.cr. Kins of ascending ~er:eration and 
their equivalents take this plural form. This rr.ay be due to the 
structural interference of Kann~da. The terms appa, t:y)'a, amma 
do not fall into this group, though they belon~ to ascending genera
tion. 

Kannada:-mavnoru (mava-n-avaru) 'fathers-in-law'. 

mava 'father-in-law', avaru 'they' 

Telugu:-mamgaru-'-garu' is a. respec~ marker in the &~ee£h 
of other dialects. But here 1t denotes pluralty. 

biguQ.u, bif}l?'alu and bigulu (affinal relative) are loans from 
Kannada. · 

686-8. 
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. . . . . 
The plural form manmanguJu shows -gu before plural suffix -lu1 

which can be traced to the interference of Kannada terms mammaga 
'offspring's son' and mammagulu 'offspring's daughter'. The singular 
form manmangur).u is also found, which is an analogical creation. 

Co-ordinate compounds denoting plural sl-.ow tl_e absence of 
plural marker, like taldanr).ri 'parents', attamama • parents-in-law' 
avvatata 'grand parents'. The form annaldammulu shows plural marker 
at the end of each constituent. 

8.0. SUBSYSTEMS OF KINSHIP SYSTEM. There are differert 
sets of terms related to the ins' i~uticn cffamily, associa1 ed wi h tLe 
system.of kinship terminology. Tl-.ey a1e e~pecially Hh•.'<d to 
kin group, nature of kir:ship, poshc n of an tr:civ:dual rr.ember in 
the family and in the society by natue of or,e's ft:r.c ic.n. 

Tnesc sets of terms variously show bidogical, sociological 
psychological, religious and legal subsystems ar:cl.ored to the 
primary system. 

1. · Biological Suhrystem : 

The family (s the basic unit of~ society which also happer.s 
to be the primary level of all kinship systems. 

Kutimbem is the term for family. The whole net work of family 
is denoted by another term bandubalgam. sattam is the term used 
to denote com~0n descent of differeilt nuclear families identified 
by their intiperu 'family name' or clan (gotram). 1-f.arriages are 
prohibited among the·members of the same sattam1 since they are 
essentially considered to be consanguineal relatives. The members 
of one's own sanam are legally approved as dayadt1/u 'legal heirs '. 
Kulam is a still bigger unit denoting caste, the affiliation ·of which 
ensur~s possible kipship relation among members of the present 
or future. 

The general terms for relatives include cuttalu and banduv/u. 
The first one is a native term used by all and tl:e secor:d or:e a Sans
krit loan, used by the upper castes. Another term. mgabandukNiu 
is used l!ty the lower castes to denote the whole group of one's rela
tives. The term bigulu, a loan from Kannada denoting the relatives 
in general, is restricted to the affinal relatives and this term is used 
by all. The Telugu term vi)yankNiu is often found among the higher 
castei. 

2 .. Psy(hologicai Subsystem : 

The term Cll\:tirkem is used to denote relationship in general. 
But it often refers to affinal relationship. menirkem is the practice 
of arranging one's marriage with the parent's opposite sex siblings 
or with their offspring. · 
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Female ego :menamama (:i\1B) or menalluQ.u (MBS, PSiS) 

Male ego: menagvaQ.alu (FSiD, MBD). 

The muriage of the respective egos with the latter relatives 
(pucnt's op?:)site sex sibling's offspring) is approved only if no 
q lis ex sibling of the ego is married to the former relatives (parent's 
opp:)site sex sibling). Both of them are possible mates and the 
htter becomes offspring if the former is married to one's equisex 
sibling; they are, therefore, strictly prohibi~ed. The stray cases of 
this kind may occur occasionally, which are always condemned, 
atleast at the time of the marriage. · 

3 . Legal subrystem : 

There are certain legal aspects involved in parent-offspring 
(own or adpptcd) and spouse relation. The property of . the parents 
is equally divided among the offspring. This share of an individual 
heir is called bagam. The legal heirs, who share the property are 
called bagastulu or varasada.rlu. -dar is an Urdu suffix denoting pos
sessor. varaslu, a term without this suffix is also in vogue. There 
is a recognised legal sanction to possess property of an individual 
even though one is not a hereditary heir to inherit it, if one is proce
dural-ly adopted as legal child by that person. Generally, the need 
aris.es when the person is c):J.ildless. (The childless womai', who 
is hherently incapable to bear a child is called goQ.ra.lu). This type 
of legal adoption of a child is called dattu. There is another type 
of non-hereditary legal right called iltam to enjoy the property of 
in-laws through recognised residence of son-in-law in his in-laws' 
place, _looking after the property obligat;ons. However, he ca,n 
not legally possess any authority on the property (for sale deeds 
etc.,), though his children will have it after the expiry of his wife, 
who is the actual owner of the property. The parents of a bride 
m1y also depart with a p6rtion of their property (Generally movable) 
to the child as a token of gift at the time of her marriage. This is 
called afT)IJm. -

aayadulu is a term used for the legal heirs among blood-relatives 
sariku/u and Varasaar/u.are the terms used for contemptuGUS and legal 
connotations for the same. kasa, St!Jana, sontam are the terms u~.ed 
to denote very close relation, apparently claimrd or real. 

4; Social and ritual subsystem : · 

- . . A widow (ranQ.am_unQ.a or inunQ.amopi) is deprived of per!ormir;g 
the ceremonial functions associated with the womenfolk, 1n soc1al 
a~d ritual acts. muttaida is a married woman who is necessarily 
associated with all these functions, since she is blessed "U'ith her 
husband· to continue women's most cherished desires. · 
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'A childless widow is entitled to get some regular amount for 
her subsistance, from the legal heir(s) of her deceased husband. 
This. is called bara~~· If this right is legally acquired thrcugh 
_moving to court It Is called manovarti. 

5. Moral subrystem : 

Illegal sexual intercourse of a married penon is unequivocally 
condemned by the society which is apparent by the tetms used to 
~efer to them, which are general abusive terms. This type of act 
Is called rankJt and the person involved in this is Janga (Male), langadi 
(Fem,le). The cover term for the person who is never supposed 
to be involved in such an act is samsari. The term is sarcasticallv 
used in contrast to the above. min<;laga<;lu (Male), and lanja (Female') 
.are terms for those involved in an illegal sexual act. Habitual offen
del"S .of thi~ type are called mtm<;lalakori or lanjalakori (A male person 
:vho 1s after women) minQtilakori or rattkJIIar:).i(A female person who 
Is after men). The act itself is r:amed as la,Yir/wn (Referring to a 
fenu.Ie) and minQ.irkem (Referring to a male). The hu$band can seek 
divorce (vi<;laku/u)fromhis wife if she has been proved to be in sexual 
inter-course with someone ehe. The remarriage of a person is 
called maru1nan1tvu. Manul•lt and pm<;lli are the terms for marriage. 

9.0. BEH . .t,.VIOURAL CONSTRAINTS. There are certain social 
sexual, attitudinal, and behaviourial constraints of permis>;ivenesi 
and prohibition associated with the kinsfolk. 

The marriage among the linked relatives is decided by the 
positive and negative relationship of incest (varu) one has with 
the proposed mate. 

1. Rules of incest: 

The ince!t taboo among the members of a nuclear family 
induces psychologically a sexual indifference towards the opposite 
sex member. The marriage between the father's (younger) sister 
(menatta) and the male ego is non-existent, since she fonns a 
member of the nuclear family until her marriage with an outfider. 
mentJ relatives of oppo~ite sex having marriageable difference of 
age (possible bridegroom is prt'ferably older than the bride) are 
usually the most favoured pair among the Telugu people in general. 
The random mrveys indicate that the incidence of consanguineous 
marriages is as high as 40% in Andhra Pradesh which is probably 
the highest in any part of the world. Another type of incest 
taboo among the mena relatives is prohibiton of marriage between 
the female ego and her mother's brother's son, when one of her 
sister is married to her mother's brother, since in that case the 
proposf:d bridegroom i! equated to her son. 
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.2. Avoidance b~haviour: 

The av.Jid:mce behaviour associated with certain sets of 
kin:cfvlk is clos~·ly linked to the attitude of respect, characerised 
by shyne~s or timidity. This broadly falls into thne groupF: 
Avcidznce of presence, talk, and prohibition of habitual 
behaviour. The pre~encc ar.d talk is generally reduced to a 
mir.imum due to timid state ofmir.d, between a female individual 
.cf a family vvith her father-in-law (mama)., or her husband~s 
elder brot}Jer (bava). The close presence ar:.d intimate talking 
i<: avoided by the couple bcfrre each other's parent~. The 
habitual behaviour like smoking, and raggirg (sadimpu) of one's 
spouse is avoided before elders of the family. 

3. Psyclwlogical and .;,ssociative behat•ioural constraints; 

Putnillu ' parent's place ' :J.nd metnillu, attararillu or moginillu 
·' in-law's place ' have certain social and meP.tal aswciatior-.s for 
a married woman, since she is related to two differcpt nuclear 
families uSually of different places. 

The comtant nagging by the mother-in-law (attaporu), by 
the co-wife_~ (sat•tiporu) and by the sister of one's husband (aQ.ipil
laporu) is essentially psychdogical and may be due to bigot and 
insecurity 11.pparently loosing confidence of one's son, husband, 
<'n i the brother. 

4. Joking relationship: 

The joking relationship occurs between mamanallunQ.lu 'father
in-law and son-in-law' bavabamardulu 'eldn sister's husbar.d and 
wife's brother' odinemardalu 'eldei: brother's wiff', husbar.d's youn
ger brother', odineodil!emardar.Q.lu ' e~dl r brctl:er's wife ar.d hus
band's sister)' bar1amardanQ.lu 'elder d~.ter's husbard a~:d wife's 
younger sisters, this is pcssible orly when mardalu is unmarried, 
and alumoguUu 'wife and husband'. This behavicur will ha\'e appa
rent sexual connotations either tr.mugh speech or through ges
tures. The alternative address fun·s ae employed when cross
cousir.s engage in jokiPg relatic•rshir, whch is their privikge. 
Since a female person i~ given so:rr:.c wbat more latitude in a joking 
relation, sex of the speaker is a determ.im:nt. The next detenrii
nant is audience composition, since pre>cncc or ab~er.ce of a l'C

ferent, elder cons<:.nguineal relz.tins c·f tl-.e sr;eaker an.d elder 
non-kins or strangers alte-r tle l::d-avicural Fattcrr of the speaker 
in the context (Tyler 1966). 

~0.0. PROPOSITIONAL PERSPECTIVE. Friedrich (1972) displays 
ten components which underlie the symbolic systnr.s of both 
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the pronominal us:lge and the kinship terminology. They are 
the topic of discourse, the context c.f the speech event, the age, 
the generation, the sex, the kinship status, tlce dialect, the grcup 
membership, the relative jural and political authority, and the 
emotional solidarity. 

The first two discriminatiors are implil"d in all acts c·fspeech. 
The next four are the culturally defined biological discriminations. 
The dialect refers to the lexical, grammatical, and semantic 
patterns marking a particular variety of language or dialect to 
which the subset in question belongs. The group membership 
subsumes the notion of household and the viJlage membersihp. 
The last two discriminations include various mcial ard group 
phenomena. The relative authority dependli o• the relation 
between the members, who are identified by the term or their 
descendants, in possessing, sharirg or inheritirg the rrq:;erty 
and its obligations. The laws and conditions of adopticn also 
f::~rin part of this legal sanctioP... The discrimiralicn cf (tt:otioral 
solidarity represents the sympathy or antipathy between the 
interlocutors. 

The overlap of the above ten components in the two semantic 
subsystems namely the 5ymbolism underlying the prnnomir.al 
and kinship terminologies as referred by Friedrich suggests that 
a limited number of similar components may be four.d to underli€ 
in all ~uch svHem~. A limited !et of dimension~ or universals 
for the sociv'linguistic symbolism may be established through 
further research in these and other similar culture-bound semccntic 
systems. 

Co:-~cLtrsiONs. ·.rile individual qr small, group bchavir;.ur 
associated.- with the semantic subsvstems are. either a~sumed to 
b~ social and implied in. some 0f the~e di~crimina tiers or obvicu.sly 
they are t::>ta.lly e:iminatcd from the underlying systems. The 
present study stresses the need to recognize this aspect as separate 
dimemion since it i~ pertinent not only in address system but 
also in rules ofincest,joking relaticmhip and avoidance behaviour. 

, Another perspective drawn from this ~tudy is that individual 
ethnographic studies of a linguistic community may display 
certain crucial ~ocio-linguistic aspects of verbal behaviour, which 
are likely to be overlonked in the macro-level study. 
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OPIL 3.64-75(1977) 

SYNTAX AND SEMA.~TICS OF THE P.J\RTICLE TO 
IN HINDI 

B. l..AKSHMI BAI 

A number of arguments are presented to show the di~tinction 
between the conjunctive to and what has been traditionally called 
the emfhatic to. Several constraints on the occurrence of the 
latter are pointed out, on the basis of which, an attempt is made 
to characterize its exact function in a diijcourje. It i.~ claimed on 
certain ;tructural grounds that a third tv which is a partic.le of 
reque$1 must be recognized a~ di:;tinct from the other two"' 

Existing grammars of Hindi talk of two uses of to; one, as 
a conjunction and the other as an emphatic partic'e. 

Kellogg (1938:490), for example, calls to in sentence· (I) 
below aq Illative conjunction and that in (2) an Emphatic puticle. 

(1) jo mai nahiT jaaiiii to vc.h nahU aayegaa 

if I ~ot will go then he not will come 

'If I do not ~;o then he wiil not come.' 

(2) tribhuvanpati jagat kaa ka.rtaa to mai hiiii 

lord of the three worlds earth of creat0r I am 

' Lord of the three worlds and the creator of the earth 
lam.' 

Regarding their function, kellogg maintains that " to zs an 
illative conjunction regularly introduces the apodosis of a con
ditional clause" (p. 490). On the other hand, to as an emphatic 
particle" conveys a shade of emphasis which can only be expre::osed 
in English by a particular strecs of voice" (p. 490). Kamta 
prasad Guru ( 1920) also makes this disticction. 

As a conjunction, to connects either the main claw;e to a 
conditional clause as shown in (3) below or a clause "vhich is sub
sequent to another, causally or in time as shown in (4) and (5). 

(3) agar mohan aaye to use mere paas bhej de;r,aa 

if Mohan comes then him my near send 

'If Mohan comes send him to me. 

•A pcrliminary version of this paper was presented at the VI All India 
Conference of LinguilltS held at Tirupati, January 19i6. 
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(4) maine usse uskaa naam puuchaa to vah sarmaa gayii 

I her her name asked then she blushed 

' When I asked her name she blushec. 

(5) jab aap log cale gaye to maine usko ghar bhej diyaa 

when you people go away then I him home sent away 

'When you people had left I sent him home. 

Guru points out that " as distinct from the conjunctive 
particle the emphatic particle comes only after such a part of 
speech in a sentence on which there is emphasis and any movement 
of to in a sentence leads to a difference in the meanil'g" (p. 147 
translation mine). The following are a few examples showing 
the occurrence of to with different constituents of a senter.ce. 

(6) hamlog to kaar khariid rahe hai 

we car buy progressive aspect 

'We are buying a car. 

(7) kaar to mai zaruur khariidiiiigaa 

car I definitely buy will 

'Car, I will definitely buy. 

(8) hamlog kaar khariidege to zaruur 

we car buy will definitely 

'Buying a car, we will definitely do.' 

(9) mai gaaRii tez to calaa saktaa hiiii 

I vehicle fast drive can 

'Driving the vehicle fast, I can do it.' 

In the above examples the particle to goes with the Agentive 
NP in (6) with the Objective NP in (7) with the verb in (8) and 
with the adverbial in (9). 

There are enough grounds for postulating the conjunctive 
to and the emphatic to as two different particles. We have already 
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noticed that emphatic to can go with any of the major constituents 
of a sentence whereas the conjunctive to serves only to connect 
a conditional clause with the main clause. 

Secondly, neither the emphatic to nor the conjunctive to 
can occur more than once in a given sentence. For example 
sentences (10) and (11) in which emphatic to occurs more than 
once are ill formed. 

(10) *mai kaar to tez to calaa saktaa hiiii 

I car fast drive can 

(11) *usne to mujhe p1Hic rupaye to diye 

he me five rupees gave 

However, we can find both the conjunctive to and the emphatic 
to occurring in the same sentence. Note, for example, that 
sentences (12) and (13) are good even though they contain two 
occurrences of to in them. 

( 12) agar raam kal tak mujhse nahii milaa to mai 

If Ram tomorrow upto me not meet then I 

to yahii samjhiiiigaa ki vah dhokebaaz hai 

this think that he cheat lS 

' If Ram does not meet me by tomorrow 

I will think that he is a cheat.' 

(13) meDikal me jagahii nah milii to mai to 

medicine in seat not ·available I 

duukaan kholne vaalaa hiiii 

shop open am 

• If no seat is available in medicine I am going to open a 
shop.' 

Thirdly, an emph~tic to can never occur in a real question, 
whereas there is no. such restriction for a conjunctive to . . 
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:-.rote, for example, that sentences (14) and (15) below which are 
real questions (read with question intonation) and which have 
emphatic to are ungrammatical but sentences (16) and (17) 
which also are real questions but have conjunctive to are normal 
sentences. 

(14) *tum to kal madraas jaa rahe ho 

you tomorrow Madras go progres~ive aspect 

(15) *tumhaaraa naam to kyaa hai 

your name what rs 

(16) agar m0han aayaa to usse kyaa kahiiU 

if mohan comes then to him what should say 

'If Mohan comes what should I tell him?' 

(17) tumne use kitaab lauTaayii to usne kyaa kahaa 

you to him book returned then he what said 

' When you returned the book to him what did he 
say?' 

Our main concern in this paper is to study in detail what 
has been called the emphatic particle to with a view to charac
t:trizing its exact function. Existing works on Hindi have dis
tinguished the emphatic to from the conjunctive to but have not 
m'lde any attempt to characterize its function in explicit terms. 

Intere3tingly enough, the particle in question has·a number 
of c-Jnstraints on its occurrence and it is precisely these constraints 
that help us to determine its function. 

Firstly, to goes with what is 'given' in the discourse rather 
than with ' new '. The key for the distinction between 'given ' 
and ' new ' is the notion of consciousness as has been suggested 
by Chafe. "Given (or old) information is that knowledge which 
the speaker assumes to be in the consCiousness of the addressee 
at the time of the utterance. So called new information is what 
the speaker asmmes he is introducing into the addressee's cons
ciousr.es~ by whc.t he says" (Chz.fL:' 1976). 

Notice that ser.tences (18-20) are not acceptable as opening 
sentence~ of a discourse. 
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(18) *raam to fasT klaas me paas ho gayaa 

·Ram first class in pass happened 

'Ram has passed in first class.' 

(19) *kalkatta to meraa janmasthaan hai 

Calcutta my birth place 15 

' Calcutta is my birth place.' 

(20) *mai to ~~k maamuulii insaan hiiii 

I one ordinary man am 

'I am just an ordinary man.' 

If, however, raam, kalkattaa and mai ha vc already been under 
discus,ion thesf' sentences will not be odd in the discourse. Note, 
for example, that se.,.tences (18-20) all of which appear in sen
tences (21-23) after proper reference, as shown in the paranthesis, 
are acceptable. 

(21) (raam t )raam to fasT klaas me paas hogayaa 

' Ram? Ram has passed in first class'. 

(22) (kalkatte ke baare me puuch rahe hai aap t) 
Calcutta about asking you 

ka1katta to mer a a janmasthaan ha 

'you are asking about 
birth place'. 

Calcutta? Calcutta IS my 

(23) (aap merii itnii prasansaa kyo karte hai) 

you my so much praise why do 

mai to ek maamuulii insaan hiiii 

' Why are you praising me so much? I am just an 
ordinary man.' 

It may be pointed out here that sentences (24) and (25) 
which take a to are pos~ible as opening sentences of a speech, 
story or discussion .. 
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(24) bhaayio aur bahano aap log to jaante hii 

brothers and sisters you all know 

hOge ki aaj hamlog yahaa kyo ikatthe hue hai 

must be that today we here why assembled are 

' Brothers and sisters, you are aware why we have 
have assembled here today.' 

(25) bacco tumhe to pattaa hii hogaa ki ser ko jangal kaa 

children you know must be that lion jungle of 

raajaa kahte hai 

king say 

'Children, you may know that lion is called the king 
of the jungle.' 

Sentences (24) and (25), however, do not contradict the 
fact that the particle to goes with what is 'given'. Because in 
(24) the speaker assumes that ' the reason for which the people 
have gathered ' is known t:o them and i> in their consciousness. 
Similarly in (25) the speaker assumes not only that the children 
he i> a:idrening know that 'lion is the king of the forest' but 
also that this is in their comciousness at the time of his uttering 
the sentence in question. 

It is important to note here that though to can be used in 
a discourse only with what is 'given ' the speaker ha~ the freedom 
to select any one of the candidates from a set of 'given' elements 
as a "focus of contrast". It is precisely this focus of contrast 
which is m;J.rked with to. Consider, for example, the following 
sentences. 

(26) caliye caay piikar aaye 

come tea having taken we will come 

'Come, we will have some tea and come.' 

(27) abhii to tiin 

Now three 

nahii 

not 

baje haj 

struck 

' It is not yet three o' clock.' 
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(28) kenTiin to band ho gayaa hogaa abhii 

canteen close happened must now 

'Canteen must be closed now.' 

(29) mere paas to bas das paise hai 

My near just ten paise IS 

' I have only ten paise with me.' 

(30) ek das minaT to apnii jagah par baiThkar 

one ten minutes one's own place on sitting 

kaam kame do bhaaii 

work do let brother 

'Oh brother, let me at least sit in my place for ten 

minutes and work.' 

(31) caay to mai piitaa hii nahii 

tea I drink at all not 

'A~ for tea, I never drink any ' 

Sentences (27-31) all of which have a to can be an appropriate 
reply of speaker B to sentence (26) of speaker A. But note that 
it is only in sentence (31) that to goes with the noun caay 'tea', 
which is introduced by A in (26). In each of the other four 
sentences B has chosen a different item as 'focus'. In other 
words, at the time of uttering sentences (27-31), B has not only 
what is expressed in (26) as ' given ' but several other alternatives 
of which the followiD.g are a few. (i) A and B usually drink 
tea at 3 0' clock (27) ;(ii) A and B drink tea at the canteen (28); 
(iii) B thinks that A is expecting him to pay for the tea (29); 
and (iv) A has been disturbing B in his work (30). 

It is clear from this that to in Hindi is used by a speaker to 
bring into' focus' a particular candidate from a set of propositions 
which are ' given ' in the discourse. 

A second constraint on the occurrence of to is that it cannot 
occur in real interrogative sentences as is clear from the following 
examples. 
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(32) *aap kaa beTaa to kis klaas me paas huaa 

you of son which class in pass happened 

(33) *yah makaan to khaalii hai 1' 

this house vacant is 

This constraint leads us to the hypothesis that to is a marker 
of' assertion '. 

A number of other constraints on the occurrence of to seem 
to support our hypothesis. 

Firstly though to does not appear in a real interrogative it 
can occur freely in tag-question~ as is obvious from the following 
examples. 

(34) tum to kal madraas jaa rahe ho naa 

you tomorrow Madras go progressive aspect 

'You are going to Madras tomorrow. Is it not so? • 

(35) aap caay to piyege naa 

you tea will drink won't you 

'You wil~ drink tea, won't you?' 

What is then the difference between the two types of questions? 
In a genuine int~rrogation the speaker seeks new information 
regarding a proposition. On the other hand, in a tag-question 
no new information is sought. The speaker makes an assertim'l 
and would like the addressee to confirm it. 

Secondly, to does not come in a conditional clause. Sen
tences (36) and (37) below in which to is used in the conditional 
clause are ill formed. 

(36) *agar tum to jaa rahe ho to mai nahii jaaiiiigaa 

If you go progressive I not will go 

(36) *agar mujhe rupaye to mil jaaye to mai skuuTar 

if to me money 

khariidiiiiga 

will buy. 

available them I scooter 
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A conditionai cia use is not an assertion and if it is true that 
to is a marker of assertion then to must be precluded from a con
ditional clause. 

Thirdly, to cannot, occur also 1n a relative clause. Note, 
for example, that sentence (37) in which to occurs in a relative 
clause is bad. 

(37) *tum to jis laRkii se mile the vah merii bahan hai 

you which girl with met she my sister is 

The non-of:currence of to in a relative clause is easy to explain. 
In a sentence with a relative clause the assertion made' by the 
speaker is contained in the main clause. The relative clause 
contains only the referent about which the speaker makes the 
assertion. Therefore, it is natural for the particle to not to occur 
In the relative clause. 

Fourthly, a clause with an emphatic particle to cannot be 
embedded under a higher verb except as a quotation. Note, 
for example, that sentences (38) and (39) in which such embeddings 
are involved are ill formed for certain speakers including myself 
and for others to in these sentences is superfluous. 

(38) *mai bhuul gayaa thaa ki aaj to tumhaaraa barthDe 

I forget past that today your birthday 

hai 
IS 

'I forgot that today is your birthday.' 

(39) *ve jaante hai ki tumhaarii to tabiyat kharaab hai 

he knows that your health bad is 

'He knows that your health IS bad.' 

The non-occurrence of a to clause in the embedded position 
also seems to be quite logical. If it it is true that to indicates 
an assertion then it is natural for it not to occur in the embedded 
position. A predicate of assertion is always a main predicate 
and not a subordinate one. 

From the above considerations, we can characterize the 
function of the particle to in Hindi as that of bringing into focus a 
prop_osition which is ' given ' and about which the speaker makes 
an assertion. 
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This c~aracterization of to holds good alsq in !enteaees (40) 
and (41) which, at first o:ight, might look quite diffei:e:at from the 
to seritence.s we discussed so far. . 

(40) hamlog vahaa gaye to the pat: unse nahii mil ·~:aice 

we there went but with hirri not nieet could 

'We did go there no doubt but we could not meet 

him?' 

(41) liilaa to paa.s ho gayii par mai fail ho gayaa: · 

Leeht pass did but I · failed. 

'Leda passed but I failed.' 

Notice that the to clauses in (40) and (41.) make ;a-s.sertio:as 
about what is already ' given ' in the discourse, which can be 
id~ntified roughly as 'Leela's passing the examination' in (41) 
and as 'our going there ' in ( 40). These sentences .differ from 
earlier ones only in having as additional clause ill.troduced by 
the conjunction par ' but '. 

There is, howt;ver, a third use of to in, Hindi which has not 
been discussed in any of the standard graliuri.ats of Hindi. This 
is the particle of request whi~h appears in sentences ( 42-44) below. 

(42) zaraa haTiye to 

little .. move 

'Please move a Il.tde .' 

(43) aaplog sab baiTh jaayie to 

you all sit down 

'All of you sit down please.' 

(44) ek glaas paanii laanaa to 

one glass water bring 

' Bring a glass of water please.; 

Unlike the so called emphatic particle· v,;hica·· can go with 
any ·ofth~ major constituents o( a·sent~nce the_ particle. ofrequ~st 
goes only with the verb phrase, that too, with the Imperative 
form of the verb as chould be j;e~n in the aqoye :Sen~ences. 

686-10. 
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Seeori.dly, trl as a partide of requeSt come~; at the e~d of a 
se:atence whereas to as an emphatic particle does not. Notice 
that sentences (45) and (46) in which the emphatic to is placed 
at the end. of the sentence are not good. 

(45) *hamlog gaye to 

we went 

(46) *mai: skuuTar khariidilugaa to 

I scooter will buy 

But notice that sentences (47) and (48) below, which diff~r 
from (45) and (46) respectively only in that in tl:e earlier W@ 

have added the auxiliary verb the 'was·' and in the latter the 
emphatic adverb zaruur 'definitely' after the emphatic particle, 
are acceptable sentences. · 

(47) hamlog gaye to the 

we went 

'We did go.' 

(48) mai skuuTar kbariidiliiga to zatliur 

· I . scooter . : wifl· ·buy . deftrtitely· 

'I will' definitely buy a scooter.' 

Yet another difference between· the. request particle. and the 
emphatic particle is this that when a request pafticle is used in 
a s.entence with a transitive verb the particle can be placed with 
verb or with the object NP without any difference in the meaning 
of the sentence. Note, for e1(:ample,. that (49) and (50) can also 
be rendered as (51) and (52) respectively without leading to any 
difference in meaning. 

(49) zaraa pan.khaa band k.ar denaa. to· · 

little .·fan close do give 

'Please turn off the fan.' 

(50) ek ka,FI caay denaa to 
t.:: 

'· one cup tea· give 

'Give me ·a cup of-tea."' 
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(51) zaraa pankhaa to band kar denaa 

little fan close do give 

'Please t1,1rn off the fan.' 

(52) ck kap caay to denaa 

grte cup te_a 'give 

'Give me a cup of tea.' · 

.· But as we have alrea'-dy mentioned hi the case oftheeniphatic 
particle tC no· sui::h nio'Vement tah·be: made. . ·• . 

\. . 
. •' .. To rondude, if is not il.t all niy tlaim tha~ my observatiOJis 

are' the last say on the _syntax ·and semantics of-Hindi to. My 
-only attempt was 'to bring it to the ·notk~h:if people working in 
different areas of Hindi grammar that little particles like to can 
have quite ·a complicated grai:nmar and<only serious research 
on them can equip us with proper teaching material fOT teaching 
their correct use to a non-native speaker. · · 

Incidentally, it may be mentioned here that·th:e WI:ong uses 
of this particl~ by non-native speaker~ of :f!inqi motivated me to 
undertake th1s study. · . ·· · 
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Dissertation Abstracts 

UPADIIYAY, tJ.S. DEsCRIPTIVE Srunv OF THE BANJARA LANGUAGE: 

Grammar, Texts & Vocabulary (Ph.D. Dissertation, 1976). 

This is an attempt to analyze the Banjara language spoken 
in the Telangana region of Andhra Pradesh. The contents 
iaclucle Phonology, Morphology, Syntax of the language with 
Texts and Vocabulary. 

The Banjara language belongs to the Central group ofthe 
Indo-Aryan family ard is spoken by about 12,74,958 people, 
according to the 1961 census. It has altogether twentyseven 
segmental phonemes (21 consonants aP.d six vowels) and the 
suprasegrnentals of n:>,salization, juncture, pitch, and the terminal 
contours. The aspirated consonants have been treated as stop 
+ h clusters. 

A phonological word in Banjara may have one to five sylla
bles. Each syllable has a distinctive peak and may or may not 
have an o:r·set and/or a coda. Syllabks are of four type~, viz., 
peak type, onset-peak type, peak-coda type, aP.d opset-peak
coda type. Two member clusters of consonants and vowels 
are very common. · The oppositions of the Banjara phonemes 
are described in terms of eleven distinctive features, viz., vocalic, 
conSOHantal, sonorant, continuant, lateral, corol'l.al, anterior, 
low, back, tense, and voice. The morphophonemic changes 
in Banjara involve assimilations, loss ard addition of phonemes. 

In morphology the followir g "'·ord clas~cs are roted, viz., 
Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs, Intt:r.sifiers, Post positions, 
Vocatives, Sentence-words, Inte~jectiors, Com:ectives, Question 
words, Negatives and Particles. In addition to these, there is 
a class of sl!ffixes. 

Nouns occur as heads in noun phrases and in the locative, 
temporal and freq.uency adverb phrasei'. They can be either 
nominative .or oblique, masculine or feminir..e, singular or plural 
Pronouns are a closed class of words stardi11g for a noun or a' 
noun phrase. · Pronouns are clc.ssified into persoJ'Ial proJ'I.ouns 
and non-personal pronouns. Numeral adjectives can alw func
tion as pronouns. 

Verbs are a class of words inflected for the categories of 
mood or aspect and which occur as. the he~d of th~c. verb ph:~se. 
Syntactically the verbs are categorized as mtransltiVe, tr.ansthve, 
double transitive; stath<e and receptive verbs. A verb stem may 
be simple, complex, or compound. Simple verb stems are all 
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monomorphemic roots. Complex verb stems consist of transitive/ 
causative forms derived from the roots by means of vowel change 
and/or suffixation. ·· CompouPd ycrbs are -Qf"three types, ·viz., 
Explicator compounds, conjunct verbs and Nomuuil compounds. 

Verb stems a~;e inflected for mood or aspect and person
numberfgender~number. Verb forms in general may be classified 
into Finite verb forms and Kon-finite verb forms. · 

Finite verb forms are aspectual or non-aspectual. 
Finite aspectual forms are inflected for four aspects, viz.; ·IPde
finite, Durative, Perfect, and the Prospective aspects.· Finite 
non-aspectua.l forms are inflected-for four moods, viz. obligative, 
Imperative, Subjunctive ard the Contingent moods. Non
finite verb forms are aspectual or non~aspectual. Pre~er.t parti
-ciple and the perfect pa.rticiple a:re the. aEpectual fcrms. I:dini-
tive is the non-aspectual form. : 

Per~on-number suffixes occur after the :verbs in the present 
Indefinite, Imperative and the Subjunctive forms. · G-cn~r 
number suffixet> 0ccur after the vt.rbs in the Past iPdefiPite, Dura
rive, Perfe.ct; Prospective, Contingent, and the Present.participle 
(with-t-) forms-. Verbs in the Obligative, Present participle (""'ith 
Hi); Perfect participle and the Infinitive form d0 ·not take person
number/gender-number suffixes. Verb always agrees in pers-or, 
number and gender with the subject ·of the sentence except in 
case of the receptive verbs which agree with the compliment. 
·There are two tense auxiliaries viz. present tense auxiliary t?king 
person-number suffixes ard the past-tense auxiliary takirg gerder
number suffixes. These occur only after the finite aspectual 
verb forms. 

- A sentence consists of a subject folioed by a predicate .. The 
subject consists of a Koun phrase or a Noun clause. A noun 
phrase consists of either a noun preceded and/or followed by 
an optional adjective phrase/adjective clause or more than one 
NP. Noun clauses are of two· types vill., Verbal noun clauses 
a.n.d Relative noun clauses. 

A sentence is either a Major sentence or a Minor sentence. 
Major sentences are Intransitive, Transitive, bouble traru:itive, 
Stative, or Receptive. A major sentence can be simple, complex, 
or compound. Minor sentences include Vocatives, Exclamatory 
utterance, Sentence words, Short replies·, and Greetings-. 

·' 

· The Banjara language is influenced· in different d-egree 
at the. phonological, morphological (lexical) and syntactic level 
by contact with Tdugu and Dakhini. 
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V~!i!'bldli!d'Y j;Qns.ists 'Of about ·30QQ itetm; word class of the each 
entry and: the, source in case o(-loanwords is given. 

$\~:eAR.Ao, A .. ,A .11INQUISTIC STUDY OF THIRTY ENGLISK VERJIS 
.A.l<D: THEIR TEI,.UQU EQ,U!VAL~"iTS. (M.PhiL· Dissertatima, 1976). 

The basic assumptions underlying the· present· study are 
?.s follows. Verbs in a lar:.guage can be divided into diffcre:r..t 
!iemantic fields- on: the basis of their. meaning re]ation.ship~ .. 
Each field· comprises a set of \.·erbs and each verb distir gui~hes 
itself from-the others belor>.ging to that field in terrr:s cJ its'' com
pj;)nential features'. One :or two such features will' mffice to 
distinguish any two verbs in· a 'field''. This is referred to ail 
'minimal distinction'. Compor.ential featUre matriCes cf the 
verbs· in a: field reflect their paradigmatic mearir:g reiatic-nhip. 

- . . . . . . . . . . 

Verbs express processes c;f diverse i:iture; but they are not 
totally independent or isolated in rr.:ea:nirg. A 'nrb like 'n:arry ', 
for instance, presuppos.es its Agcr.t c.r Patier..t to can y tl:.e feature 
+HUMAN. That is, the componential features of a given verb 
convey relevant information about the meanirgs cf the other 
lexical items also present in a given sentence. This property 
of meaning is syntagmatic in nature. 

The two kinds of mean.ir.g relatio:n~hip mcntiored alilove 
prevent the formulation of ur.acceptable, ur.grammatical, non
sensical, deviant and contradictary sentences in the normal use 
ofianguage on the one hand and reflect the native ~-peaker-hearer's 
competence on the other. This also makes room for iiynonymy, 
antonyrny and polysemy (or ambiguity). 

English verbs, classified into six ~emantic fields in accordance 
with the above-mentioned meaning relationships, are analysed, 
compared and contrasted with their equivalents in Telugu from 
a cross-linguistic point of view in this dissertation that consists 
of three parts apart from Introduction, Conclusion and Biblio
graphy. 

The first part deal's with the verbs of Physical ProcesseS~, 
i.e. those which can be directly verified. The ~emc..ntic fields 
included in this part are verbs of Motion (section 2) aP.d Verbs 
of Transaction (section 3). Part II presents a description of 
the verbs of non-physical Processes, r.amely Verbs of Mental 
activity (section 4), Verbs of Cognition (secti~n ~), Verb~ of 
Sensation (section 6) and Verbs of Oral Conunumcatwn (sectiOns 
7). Each section opens with a working definition of the process 
indicated by the 'field 'l explanatory definitior.s of the compenen-
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tial features concerned and a diagrammatic detail of these features, 
followed by a list of the verbs under study. This is fallowed 
by contrasts which are drawn in tums cf synonymy, antonymy, 
and substitutability. At the end of each chapter the IIieanir:g 
relationships of the members of the field con.cerr.ed is presented 
in terms of their componential features either by giving a table 
or a diagram or both. 

Part III constitutes a cross-linguistic sturly wherein a des
cription of thirty Telugu verbs, divided into ~ix semantic fields 
as those in English, i~ presented. The componential features 
set up for the analysis of English verbs c.re applied in this descrip
tion that draws itself upon the relevant ~emantic-syntactic com
parisons and contrasts between the verbs in the two Jar guages. 
Thus, the general applicability of the compor.ential ft:atures 
proposed, is demonstrated in this part. The claim for their 
universality will either be validated cr rejected only when they 
are applied further to many other languages. 
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